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PROLOGUE
CRYSTAL DREAMS
Crystal Dreams can all come true,
We find the crystal just for you,
To hold and feel the pulse within,
To love and cherish it’s no sin.
Crystal Dreams of future bright
No dark grey days or dreary nights
When all good wishes will come true,
The crystal gems will give to you.
Crystal Dreams warm and light
Blissful dreams of pure delight,
Love and kindness from the heart
To all who walk a crystal path
Crystal Dreams, all nightmares gone,
Gone forever, everyone
Dreams and Dreams of sheer delight,
Pulses throbbing, heartbeat right
No restless days, or restless nights,
Calm forever, see the light.
Richard Tully - January 2001

Fourteen years ago my book - ‘The Mystical Crystal’ - was first published and many thousands of
copies later - and translated into German, Portuguese, Polish and Hebrew - it is still selling very
well.
And also through my web site:http://www.templeofpeace.net
I have been able to reach a readership of many hundreds of thousands - a number that authors
such as Charles Dickens would have found impossible to visualise had they had the opportunity of
gazing into a futuristic crystal ball in the 1800s!
But despite the many advances in Internet Browsers and the technological achievements of many
Internet Service Providers, there are still many people - with internet access - who experience
great difficulties in accessing the large amount of graphics which are to be found on many of our
web pages.
Thus was born the idea for ‘Crystal Dreams’. I have included some basic chapters on Choosing
Crystals, Cleansing Crystals and Programming Crystals, for those of you who are new to the
wonderful world of crystal healing - and who may not have read The Mystical Crystal - but
although some of the chapters are to be found on my Temple of Peace web site - there is some
very interesting - and more advanced - crystal healing techniques which I am delighted to be
sharing with you.
The Chapter on ‘Yoga and Crystal Configurations’ will be of great interest to those of you who are
Yoga Therapists or Yoga Teachers - or even if you just enjoy practising Yoga for your own health
and relaxation purposes.
As far as I know - although there are many hundreds of published books on the subject of crystal
healing - this is the first book - the only book - which describes Yoga and Crystal Configurations.
Now, if you are reading this book - but have not yet read The Mystical Crystal - you may like to go
to the following web page:-

http:/www.templeofpeace.net/mcrystalbook.htm

where you will be able to order The Mystical Crystal online.

My email address is:geoffrey@templeofpeace.net
and if you have any questions or need any further information I shall always be very happy to hear
from you.
Geoffrey Keyte -February 2007

Chapter 1
CHOOSING CRYSTALS
All crystals and gemstones 'vibrate' on their own individual frequency. In that respect they are
similar to us human beings; we also vibrate on our own individual frequency.
We have all had the experience of meeting a perfect stranger and either liking that person
immediately or feeling an antipathy towards them - without in any way being able to explain our
feelings or emotions.
To fall in perfect love is a beautiful and wondrous experience - the coming together of two minds,
two spirits and two physical bodies, both 'vibrating' on the same beautiful frequency!
Crystals and gemstones should be chosen in exactly the same way. It is so very important that the
stones which we choose and use should 'vibrate' on a frequency as close as possible to that of our
own.
Individual methods of choosing crystals and gemstones vary from person to person but normally
include:1) Close your eyes and quietly meditate for a few moments. Then open your eyes and pick up the
first stone to which your eye becomes naturally drawn.
2) Run your hand (either your left or right hand depending upon which you prefer to use) over all
the stones available for selection. You will soon discover that one stone will 'stick' to your hand
as if it is ' tacky' or surrounded with glue. This is your stone.
3) Intuitively you will 'know' which stone you should choose and which is 'right' for you! You may
feel as if the stone is jumping up and down shouting, "Me! Me! Me! Choose Me!"

Or you might sense or even 'see' a strong crystalline white light radiating from the stone and
attracting you like a magnet.
4) Should you happen to be a competent dowser then you will be able to select the most
appropriate stone by using your own individual dowsing techniques ...........
And sometimes you truly feel as if your stones are actually choosing you!
This has often happened to me. All my most powerful and energized quartz crystals have arrived
on my doorstep (so to speak) for a particular purpose and have a special reason for wanting me to
work with them. Normally they have been either absolutely free or have cost me very little
money.
Should you wish to choose a quartz crystal or a gemstone for one of your friends who, perhaps,
lives some distance away from your home, follow exactly the same principles as if you were
choosing a personal stone for yourself but on this occasion visualize, as strongly as possible, a
picture of your friend within your mind's eye.
With a little practice you will soon discover that it is very easy to select just the right quartz
crystal or gemstone for any of your friends who are unable to choose their stones in person for
themselves.
Although more and more retail outlets are now selling crystals and gemstones there are still many
towns and cities throughout the world where it is still extremely difficult - if not impossible - to
purchase crystals and gemstones in person.
For many people, the only real opportunity they have to select a crystal or gemstone personally is
to attend one of the regular workshops and seminars that I or one of my crystal healing
colleagues run. At every workshop and seminar there are always a large selection of crystals,
gemstones and books available for purchase.
However, there are a large number of people, living in all parts of the World who, for one reason
or another, are unable to participate in any of these workshops and seminars and who rely on my
personal intuition to select the most appropriate crystal or gemstone on their behalf.
In such cases I find that I am either able to work on their name 'vibration' alone or on the
'vibrations' emanating from their original letter. From all the feedback which I receive it would
certainly appear that this method works extremely well in most instances.

Chapter 2
CLEANSING CRYSTALS
Having now chosen your crystal or gemstone (whichever method you may have used) it is now
very important that you 'cleanse' it.
Quartz crystals and gemstones often attract all kinds of 'vibrations'; negative as well as positive.
The stones are always 'open' to receiving impressions from everyone and everything around
them!
Your crystal or gemstone, which you have just selected, may well have travelled many thousands
of miles before coming to you - and may well have acquired some negative energies and '
vibrations' in its long and arduous journey to find you!
Therefore, before starting to use your stone for any purpose it is very important that you first
remove all of these unwanted negative 'vibrations' and disharmonious energies before you
commence to use your stone for healing purposes.
You must do everything you possibly can to ensure that only the most natural - and purest energies remain within your stone.
The cleansing method which you use is always a matter of personal choice, sometimes dependent
upon the amount of time which you have readily available, but I strongly recommend that you use
one of the following cleansing methods which I myself have found to be very successful:1) Hold your stone in either your left or right hand (according to personal preference) and say
these words, "I will and command that this stone be self-cleansing".
As you repeat these few words (whether mentally or orally) you should visualize the negative
energies falling away from your stone and only the natural, and pure, energies remaining.
2) Water is a wonderful universal cleanser.
Hold your stone under cold flowing water from the tap (cold or luke-warm water only. Never use
hot water!) and, again, visualize all the negative energies and 'vibrations' being washed away and
only the natural, and pure, energies remaining.
When drying your stone after cleansing in water never attempt to dry your it using a towel or
cloth. Always allow your stone to dry naturally - preferably from the rays of the sun!
The sun, of course, is always a very powerful energizer and should be used whenever possible.
If, however, there is little or no sun around, then you should allow your stone to dry as naturally
as possible in the warmth within your home.
3) Immerse your stone in salt water for several hours. Dry as in (2) above.
4) Bury the stone under the earth in your garden. Our planet Earth consists of at least one third
quartz and the very strong and powerful magnetic energy field in the actual earth will 'cleanse'
your stone of all its negativity very effectively.
N.B. If you should own a dog - be very careful! Dogs find it great fun to dig up crystals..........
5) Place your stone on a large quartz crystal cluster for a few hours. The very strong crystalline
energies present within the cluster will soon neutralize any negative energies to be found
within your stone.

Chapter 3
PROGRAMMING CRYSTALS
All quartz crystals and gemstones will respond to the 'intent' of your own personal will; whether
in word or in thought.
By simply wishing - or visualizing - the crystalline energy to be used in a particular way - it will
be! It really is that simple.......
Quartz crystals are usually 'programmed' for the following purposes:a) Meditation
b) Healing
c) Absent Healing
d) Manifesting
a) Meditation
Throughout the world - every day of the week, every minute of every day - countless thousands of
people practice their own form of meditation. Each person finds solace and comfort in their own
particular way.....
By holding a quartz crystal or an amethyst in your hand whilst participating in whichever type of
meditation is appropriate to your own individual needs, you will enhance and enrich the spiritual
depths of your own meditative experience.
The quartz crystal or amethyst enables you to undertake a new and wondrous journey within the
inner recesses of your soul. Unknown pathways, hitherto previously uncharted, will open up in
front of you.
A new dimension of self-expression will rise to the surface and expand your inner consciousness
and awareness.
The amethyst, of course, is well known for being able to relieve mental and physical stress and
tension. It is the stone containing inner peace and tranquillity; the stone of sublime relaxation.
Every member of your meditation circle or group should have their very own piece of quartz
crystal or amethyst to hold throughout the meditation session.

As time passes, perhaps very slowly at first, each person will gradually become aware that their
breathing has become far deeper and far more rhythmical and they have now entered a
completely new world of inner peace and harmony.
All meditation rooms would greatly benefit from having large quartz crystals placed at all four
corners of the room with their single-terminated points directed towards the center of the room.
The crystals should be placed either on the floor or affixed to the corners of the ceiling.
Each of the four quartz crystals in the meditation room should be 'programmed' to project gentle,
loving, relaxing, crystalline energy towards all those present within the Meditation group. The
quartz crystals will then generate a field of positive crystalline energy surrounding everyone in the
room.
In addition to every member of the meditation group holding their own individual amethyst or
quartz crystal, a large amethyst or quartz crystal cluster may be placed in the middle of the group.
This large cluster should then be 'programmed' to release beautiful cosmic crystalline energies
into every corner of the room.
It is very important that one member of the meditation group should be nominated to look after
the group's amethyst or quartz crystal cluster - and to make absolutely certain that it is properly
'cleansed', 'dedicated' and 'programmed'.
Whilst holding your crystal or amethyst when meditating with music you will often discover that
some quite amazing effects are being produced. On some occasions you might even be able to
'see' the music in terms of colour and shape.
Even should you be just listening to a piece of music whilst holding your stone - and not even
consciously trying to meditate -you will find the depth of experience greatly enriched by the
presence of your crystal or amethyst.
Whenever harmonious music is being played in the presence of your crystal or amethyst, the mood
and thoughts of the composer become deeply embedded within the very heart of the crystal and if
you 'listen' to the crystal afterwards, with your inner ear, you will often be able to pick up the
esoteric meaning of the music itself.
You may use your crystal or amethyst in so very many ways when meditating. Do not be afraid to
experiment and try new methods. Listen to what your crystal is saying and try to respond
accordingly. You will find the results truly amazing and very worth while.
Practising Meditation
Now you are ready to try your own crystal meditation. I would suggest that you hold either a
piece of natural quartz crystal - or a piece of amethyst - in whichever hand you feel to be most
appropriate.
Now, lie or sit in a very comfortable position. Relax and breathe slowly. Say a prayer of protection,
perhaps the ‘Great Invocation’, or you own impromptu prayer.
Hold you crystal between both your hands and locate the opening to the crystal. Do this by slowly
and intuitively rubbing your thumbs and fingers across the faces of the crystal, moving slowly
from one face to the other.
The objective is to find a spot where your thumb or finger sticks like glue onto the crystal. This is
your opening into the crystal and into the crystal energies.
Close your eyes, if you have not already done so.
Breathe slowly and deeply relax your mind and body. Relax all your muscles starting with your
feet and gradually working your way up through the rest of your body till you arrive at your head.

First exhale and then inhale and exhale again, allowing yourself to relax and ridding yourself of all
internal stress within your body. Allow your body to sink deeper and deeper into the floor. Let go;
hold nothing back. Allow your head, and now your neck, to relax, and continue letting go of all
tension.
Relax your throat and then your shoulders, letting the burdens fall off them onto the floor. Let
your arms and your fingers relax, feel the tension being released.
Now relax your chest, back, spine and abdomen; breathe slowly and deeply. Inhale, exhale, allow
the tension to fall off your body and onto the floor.
You don’t need this tension any more! You have no further use for it. Now your waits, buttocks,
pelvis, thighs, knees, calves and feet; relax each of them in turn. Let all the tension go. Again,
breathe slowly and deeply, inhaling, exhaling.
Now bring your awareness to your crystal between your hands. Turn your attention to the entry
point into the crystal and merge with the crystal and with your breath. Together, exhale, inhale
and focus on your entry point and then exhale again, merging and merging more fully into the
crystal.
Release your expectations, your thoughts and personality - and surrender to your own inner
being. Let all the inner tension slowly rise to the surface and let it all drop off your body and onto
the floor.
Let us now fully merge with the crystal. Let us inhale, exhale, inhale, focusing on he entry point.
Exhale. Feel the crystal energies engulfing you, enveloping you, surrounding you.
Allow your senses to become very acute: your sense of touch and taste, smell, hearing and sight,
as you begin touching the wall of the crystal.
Notice the temperature, taste the crystal energies, listening, listening for any sounds, voices,
noises.
Expand your vision.
Look around to see what it feels like to be within a crystal, to be within these exquisite energies.
Allow yourself to breathe deeply, relax, heal. Become aware of your every breath and how relaxed
your whole body has now become. There is nothing to do; there is only to be and feel these
healing energies.
Breathe the love into you, take it in. Allow the healing to go deeper, and deeper within, into your
core, the very essence of your being, your soul and your spark of divine life.
When you have received all the healing, released all the tension within your physical and mental
bodies, and received all the healing energy that you need, gently, slowly, your consciousness is
pulled to the wall of the crystal.
You recognise that you are very relaxed and stress-free, and that as you return to your every-day
existence you will be a changed person because of this profound experience of deep love, this new
understanding that is now yours, that has gone so deep within your soul and the very essence of
your own divinity.
Notice how you are feeling and recognise that at any time you can return to the crystal energies.
Now, however, it is time to release yourself from the crystal. Leave as you entered; exhale, inhale,
focus on releasing from the crystal; exhale, letting go, relaxing, breathing evenly and less deeply.
Withdraw yourself from the crystal, slowly, once again inhaling deeply, and focus on receding
further from the crystal. Exhale, withdrawing your energies. Then place the crystal by your side.

Say a prayer of thanks for all that you have received. And now slowly begin drawing your arms
over your head in a lazy stretch. Begin moving your fingers and toes. Now you are back in your
own room.
There are many other forms of crystal meditation that you might like to try.
For example, turn out all the lights in your meditation room and sit in a comfortable chair in front
of a table with a lighted white candle on it.
Place a quartz crystal upright in front of you with the lighted candle behind it. Make sure the
crystal is at your eye-level. Look at the flame of the candle through your crystal and gradually
become aware of your breathing, in, out, in, out, slowly relaxing.
Continue to gaze into the flame, aware of your body breathing slowly and rhythmically, becoming
more and more relaxed.
If you find that random ideas and thoughts keep passing through your mind, allow them to come
and go gently; let them be free to roam. Keep gazing into the flame and become still within
yourself. Let your breath slow down and your whole body metabolism become calm and peaceful.
Try to do a crystal meditation at least once per day for 20 minutes. You will soon find that your
whole being becomes calm, peaceful and relaxed!
If you would like to receive a meditation quartz crystal which has been energised underneath my
five foot copper pyramid please go to the following web page:http://www.templeofpeace.net/Medcrystalorderform.htm
b) Healing
Once you have chosen your quartz crystal - and 'cleansed' and 'dedicated' it - you are ready to
commence using it for healing purposes.
It is very important to note, however, that for best results your quartz crystal should only be used
for either healing or meditation. Not for both!
The 'vibrations' and 'energies' used in healing and meditation are very different and to use the
same quartz crystal for both occasions would result in the dissipation of the crystal's unique
energies.
Quartz crystals are, in all reality, only 'tools'. By themselves they can only be described as passive;
but when they become activated by the human mind they can become extremely powerful
indeed........
Each and every one of us, as beings of the human species, possess an inherent healing energy. In
the majority of people, of course, this healing ability lies totally dormant and inactive.
But when we possess the knowledge to enable us to 'channel' our own healing energy through our
quartz crystal friends we are then able to amplify this healing power and the resultant energy that
we have ourselves created - ours, that is, in conjunction with that of our crystal - may be used for
many positive healing purposes.
Even though you may not wish to become a qualified crystal healing therapist yourself there are
still plenty of opportunities for you to use your quartz crystal to heal your family and friends.
When my youngest child, Cameron, was only a few months old I returned home one day after
having given a crystal healing workshop to discover that he was very ill. My wife, Judith, had
taken him to our local doctor who had told her that if he did not improve within the next couple of
days he would have to go into hospital.

Obviously, I had to do something! When Cameron was ready for bed that evening I cradled him in
my arms and placed an electro-crystal therapy 'wand' on his stomach. I also held my personal
healing quartz crystal and directed its healing energy to completely envelop Cameron's body. I
gave him crystal healing for only thirty minutes, at the end of which, my little Cameron was fast
asleep.
The next morning, he was almost completely cured! And so there was no need for Judith to take
him back to the doctor or for him to go into hospital.
When treating a client the following guide-lines may prove helpful:At the beginning of the healing session you should hold your quartz crystal in whichever hand
feels 'right' to you; and calmly attune yourself to the inner energies of your quartz crystal. You will
probably experience energies 'throbbing' within your hand.
Now direct the single-terminated end of your healing quartz crystal towards your client and gently
move the crystal around the perimeter of their whole body in a clockwise direction.
As you do this, at the same time visualize a blue-white crystalline light emanating from the apex
of the client's body and flowing towards the client and surrounding him. Do this several times.
This will help to strengthen the electro-magnetic field of energy around the physical body of the
client.
The single-terminated end of the quartz crystal should then be directed towards that part of the
client's body which you believe or 'sense' to be most in need of healing.
Visualize, as strongly as possible, a lovely blue-white light emanating from the apex of your
crystal once again and direct this light, like a laser beam, to that part of the client's body where
you feel that the healing is most needed.
This lovely blue-white becomes stronger and stronger, brighter and brighter, and the energy
between the crystal and your client slowly begins to intensify.
The crystal healing session itself may, in theory at any rate, last any length of time, but intuitively
you will become aware when the time is right to bring the session to an end.
To finish the crystal healing treatment session you should visualize the blue-white light gently
flowing back into your quartz crystal. Once more you should direct and project the healing
energies around the perimeter of your client's body in a clockwise direction. Then allow your client
to relax for a few minutes......
Many of my own clients regularly fall fast asleep so it is very important that you bring them back
to the present in as relaxed manner as possible.
Whenever practical it is best for your client not to have to drive a car for some time after the
crystal healing session as the client often becomes so very 'de-stressed' and almost 'spaced out'
that it can take some considerable time to re-orient themselves!
Whilst I quite often do discuss a client's medical history with them before offering any form of
treatment, from my own personal experience I have found that it is not always absolutely
necessary to know, in advance, what is medically wrong with my client.
One lady whom I visited on one occasion whilst I was in London was keen for me to demonstrate
some of my crystal healing techniques upon her! I duly obliged by first directing some crystalline
healing energy towards her third eye chakra.

Immediately she told me that she had felt the crystal healing energy 'hit' her third eye and then
travel downwards through her body and into her stomach. Apparently, so it transpired, she had
had a serious operation on her stomach a couple of weeks previously (which I had no way of
knowing!) and, naturally, that was the part of her body which most needed the crystal healing
energies.
My own personal believe is that all dis-ease occurs purely as a result of an imbalance of our
normal bodily 'vibrations'. Therefore, whatever health condition from which we may suffer,
however serious or however mild, whether it be cancer, multiple sclerosis, tumours or simply a
dose of influenza or the common cold, the basic treatment remains much the same.
All that is really necessary is for the disharmonious or imbalanced 'vibrations' to be reharmonised, re-energized and re-balanced.
This may, at first sight, appear to be an over-simplification but years of experience has shown me
that all too often we can over-complicate our diagnoses.
The main difference between allopathic medicine and natural medicine is that allopathic medicine
treats symptoms whilst natural medicine concentrates upon finding the root cause of the health
problem.
Simply put - if we can discover the originating cause or 'imbalance' of any health condition or disease then by using our crystal healing techniques to rebalance all the 'vibrations' which are out of
alignment, we must be able to effect a cure or, at the very least, a gradual improvement in the
client's overall health!
You may also, of course use your quartz crystal for self - healing purposes. All that you have to do
is to direct the single-terminated end of your crystal towards the appropriate part of your own
body and, as you did before when treating your client, visualize a lovely blue-white light radiating
from the apex of your crystal, like a laser beam, into your own body.
Crystal Healing is one of the most powerful - and successful - methods of re-balancing, reenergising and re-harmonising every part of the physical and mental bodies of either yourself or of
your client.
c) Absent - or Distant - Healing
Quartz crystals are often used very successfully in all forms of absent - or distant - healing.
Whether you are three miles, three hundred miles, three thousand miles or thirteen thousand
miles away from your client, crystal healing can prove most effective.
For best results it is recommended that the quartz crystals which you use for absent healing
purposes are used solely for absent healing and for no other purpose.
It is only really necessary to have the name of the person who wishes to receive absent healing.
Absent Healing, using the unique power of quartz crystals, can work solely on the name 'vibration'
alone.
All you have to do is to visualize the crystalline energy pulsating within your absent healing quartz
crystal being projected towards your client, wherever he or she may live.
Your quartz crystal will then do the rest!
If, however, you should have in your possession an actual photograph of your client - or, if you
have already met the person and therefore know what they look like - just hold your crystal in
your hands and visualize, as strongly as possible, the crystalline energy totally surrounding the
client.

In addition it is very helpful after the absent healing session has been completed if you were to
place your absent healing quartz crystal on a photograph of your client; this assists the
amplification of the crystalline energy which is being projected by the crystal towards your client.
In my own personal healing centre I use a Master absent healing quartz crystal which I use for all
my absent healing treatments. Whenever I am asked for absent healing I inscribe the client's
name and relevant details in my absent healing book and I then place my Master absent healing
quartz crystal on top of this book with the 'program' that every name entered in the book will
receive healing from the crystalline energies; each according to his or her needs. I ask that
everyone tries to link up with my Master absent healing quartz crystal at 10pm every evening.
Those of you reading these words and who may, for whatever healing purpose, need my crystal
healing, prayers, powers and energies, please try to sit quietly by yourself at the hour of 10pm
each evening (your time), relax and visualize the crystalline energies flowing into your crown
chakra. Think of me and you will receive crystal healing energy from the divine crystalline source.
And if you have internet access you may send your absent healing request to:absentanddistanthealing@yahoogroups.com
and more than 250 healers - members of our Distant Healing Network - will send you all their
healing energies and prayers.
d) Manifesting
Very simply, manifesting is a method of 'programming' your quartz crystal to help your
subconscious mind to create something tangible in your life that you may need. Notice that I use
the word need not want. There is a very big difference!
Before you proceed with any form of manifesting it is extremely important that you examine your
conscience and decide exactly what it is you wish to achieve. Decide, in as much precise detail as
possible, whatever it is you need to acquire.
In order to avoid dissipating the crystalline energies, as already stated previously, it is most
essential that you only use your chosen crystal for manifesting purposes only!
Let me repeat once again. Need, not want, should be your main criteria! For example, we might all
say that we want to win the lottery jackpot of (say) $30,000,000. But that is most definitely a
want - not a need!
There was once a man who desperately desired a Rolls-Royce car. He could think of nothing else.
So he used his quartz crystal to ‘manifest’ one.
He visualised a Rolls-Royce for days and days, until, at last, his dearest wish was granted. A RollsRoyce went out of control, skidded, and crashed through the window of the front room of his
house!!
A classic instance of not making it clear exactly what it was he wanted to manifest.
So be warned........
Now, make yourself comfortable in an easy chair and let us begin to start manifesting your
innermost needs.
First, hold your quartz crystal in front of you, with both hands. Stare at it intently and visualize
yourself entering into the crystal through a door cut into the crystal.
Once through this door you will find yourself in a long narrow hall. At the end of this hall is a green
door inscribed with the words 'MANIFESTING ROOM' written upon it.

Open the door of this 'Manifesting Room' and step inside and look around. The walls are solid
gold; the floor is green; the ceiling is studded with millions of precious gemstones, sparkling with
all the colours of the rainbow. The room is filled with a warm, rich feeling of prosperity.
Bring into your mind a complete and exact image of whatever it is you wish to manifest. Visualize
as much detail as possible; concentrate as hard as you possibly can and imagine that you actually
possess whatever it is you are manifesting. You are extremely happy and relaxed, secure in the
knowledge that your need has been met.
Take your time; 5, 10 or even 15 minutes, it doesn't matter. Then, when you have finished, slowly
walk back out of the manifesting room, closing the door firmly shut behind you.
Walk back along the hall and step outside of the crystal. Take a large deep breath, relax your body
and when you feel comfortable, open your eyes.
Do your manifesting at least twice per day (morning and evening) until your need has been
fulfilled.

”Charlie”

Chapter 4
CRYSTAL DOWSING
Although many dowsers prefer to use a quartz crystal pendulum it is not strictly necessary to do
so. Any gemstone pendant, for instance, will do just as well.
And some dowsers only use a cork, tied to a piece of string!
But whatever kind of pendulum you decide to use, it is very important that before you begin
dowsing you spend a few minutes meditating and attuning yourself with your Higher
Consciousness.
Once you have established an inner harmony with your vibrations, hold your pendulum over your
left hand and establish in which direction it will swing for 'yes' and which direction represents
'no'.........
With many dowsers the pendulum will swing in a clockwise circle for 'yes' and in an anti-clockwise
circle for 'no'. But it is very important to make absolutely certain which way your pendulum is
going to swing before you start dowsing..........
You need to go through this 'routine' before every new dowsing session because, it is possible, on
rare occasions, that your pendulum will reverse its normal directions.
For your dowsing sessions try to use a peacefully quiet room far away from electrical equipment
such as televisions and computers, as electromagnetic 'disturbances', or energy fields, may unduly
influence the answers received from the pendulum.
Now you are ready to begin.
Only ask your pendulum questions that can be answered with a 'yes' or 'no'. At first, this can
prove very difficult as few questions may definitively be answered that precisely. But with a little
practice you will become adept at knowing how to phrase your questions for maximum accuracy.
Your inner emotional state of mind and being may also affect the answers which you receive, thus
it is best to try and remain as detached as possible from the dowsing which you are doing.
With some questions you may find that the pendulum refuses to move in any direction.
This most often occurs when it is inappropriate for you to know the answer - after all there are
some things which you just have to work out for yourself.
Do not trivialise the use of your pendulum. For example, asking the pendulum whether you should
go to your local supermarket today, or wait until tomorrow, is a total waste of your pendulum's
energies - and yours too!
Use your pendulum wisely and it will soon become one of your most trusted - and reliable friends.
Aromatherapists find that pendulums are very helpful in choosing the best combination of
essential oils for their clients.
Nutritionists use their pendulums to assist them in discovering from which allergies their clients
may be suffering.

Crystal Healers often use pendulums for detecting blockages within the chakras of their clients. As
the pendulum is passed over each chakra in turn, it will begin to swing clockwise or anti-clockwise
- thus indicating that healing is necessary for this chakra.
And once the healing session has been concluded the Crystal Healer will use the pendulum once
more to see whether the blockage has now been removed.
The list of possibilities is almost endless.
Some dowsers specialise in finding missing people (especially children) through the use of maps.
Other dowsers are experienced in finding underground water supplies. Some are even retained by
the large oil companies to recommend suitable areas in which to drill for oil!
The World of Dowsing awaits you................

Chapter 5
PYRAMID MEDITATION
Pyramids are very effective for all forms of meditation. Many people experience feelings ranging
from calmness to extreme euphoria during their meditation sessions under their pyramid.
Most people who have experimented with Pyramid Meditations describe themselves as
experiencing a total relaxation of their body, followed by the shutting out of unnecessary external
stimuli and irrelevant thoughts and finally achieving an altered state of consciousness which
allows them to concentrate on deeper inner levels.
Pyramids will help you to reduce the level of stress and tension in your body. They will also help
you attain a heightened charge of psychic energy, increased memory recall, views of pastlifetimes, visions, dreams, indescribably beautiful colours, forms, shapes, symbols or music 'from
the spheres'.
Some people experience precognition, interplanetary travel, telepathic communications, answers
to prayers and overall re-energising of their entire being.

Chapter 6
DOUBLE-TERMINATED PYRAMID CONFIGURATION
In the double-terminated quartz crystal triangulations already described we have used the threecornered shape of the Egyptian Pyramid.
The pyramid, we know, has been recognised for thousands and thousands of years as possessing
an unexplained source of great power and energy within its triangular structure.
People who have sat within five foot meditation pyramids, made out of copper tubing, have
claimed to experience a wide range of sensations and emotions from deep inner relaxation and
calmness to one of complete ecstasy and euphoria.
Most people, though, at the very least, report that they are able to achieve a greater depth of
inner meditation and awareness than they would have been able to obtain under normal physical
conditions.
One's internal and external stimuli - within the meditation pyramid - appear to be greatly
heightened. Psychic energy is increased, past-life recall rises easily to the surface of one’s
consciousness, beautiful visions are 'seen' and strains of etheric music are often heard and
experienced!
The base angles of the Great Pyramid of Giza incline approximately at an angle of 51 degrees 52
minutes. This appears to produce the most concentrated form of pyramid power and energy......
For the Double-Terminated Crystal Pyramid Configuration, therefore, it is helpful if you place the
double-terminated quartz crystals near the base corners to create an angle of the same
dimensions - 51/52 degrees.
As you will see by referring to the figure below, there are eight double-terminated quartz crystals
along all three sides of the pyramidical triangle. Each double-terminated quartz crystal should be
placed equidistant to each other.

You will probably find it easier if you ask your patient to lie down on the floor before you start the
session and then place the double-terminated quartz crystals in pyramidical configuration format
around them.
Whilst the double-terminated crystal pyramid configuration will undoubtedly improve your client's
health condition and re-balance any 'imbalances' from which they may have been suffering, the
prime purpose of this particular configuration is to assist in expanding their inner consciousness
and to help them to develop greater intuitive awareness and sensitivity.

Amplify the already powerful crystalline energy created by the pyramidical formation of the
double-terminated quartz crystals by passing your personal quartz crystal over all twenty-four
double-terminated quartz crystals and visualising that the crystalline essence and ancient wisdom
contained within each of the double-terminated quartz crystals be absorbed at all levels by your
client so that they may be given all the inner knowledge and understanding appropriate to their
present degree of mental attainment and attunement.
Each one of us - client and crystal healer alike - have the ability to progress and develop to a much
higher level of evolutionary consciousness.
Many of you reading - and, I hope, learning from - this book will have undergone one or more
lifetimes in Atlantis. Those of you who were members of the Atlantean priesthood would have
been in possession of tremendously powerful - and sacred - knowledge known as 'The Word'.
After the final destruction of Atlantis those of you who were allowed to 'escape' the holocaust
found that you were not able to replicate the Atlantean Technology in the various countries in
which you then found yourselves.
There were a number of contributing factors why this was so but the main reason was that the
'vibrations' and electromagnetic energies to be found all around the area in which the continent of
Atlantis was located (today we might call them ley-lines, although this is an entirely inadequate
description of the energy points which once existed in Atlantis!) were absolutely 'unique' and so
much of what was achieved and created on Atlantis depended upon these 'unique' power-points
and energy centres!
The new countries/continents (Egypt, South America, Africa, for example) in which you were to
find yourselves, after the destruction of Atlantis, never possessed as much inherent power or the
right atmospheric conditions as was present in Atlantis and thus you were unable to reproduce
much of your Atlantean Technological knowledge and know-how for the benefit of your 'new'
home and civilisation.
There were some notable exceptions, of course; Pyramids being amongst them! In one of my next
books 'The Crystal Pyramid' I shall reveal more detailed information on the subject.
Let us look forward, anyhow to the discovery of the Chamber of Records. When the time is right
for the Chamber of Records to be finally discovered, we are led to believe - from numerous
esoteric sources - that, at last, not only will the actual existence of Atlantis be finally proven but
also made available to us will be a wealth of data concerning the wonderful - and to us, even in
our present hi-tech civilisation, mind-boggling - Atlantean Technology.
However, whether we will be able to understand all this Technology and, furthermore, whether we
shall be able to make use of this knowledge and understanding for the benefit of Mankind today,
remains to be seen.
Personally, I think that it is more than likely that the 'right' people will be able to re-interpret that
which it is appropriate for them to understand and that this knowledge, provided (as in Atlantis) it
does not fall into the wrong hands, will one day be once again used to expand the evolutionary
consciousness of our planet Earth.
Returning to our Double-Terminated Crystal Pyramid Configuration, the special energies created
by this configuration can help you to assist your 'client' in recalling their Atlantean and Egyptian
past-lives.
As their ability to remember their previous incarnations improves they will gradually release more
and more information into their conscious memory-bank. Always have a tape-recorder available so
as to be able to 'capture' any information or data recalled by your 'client'.
As a Crystal Healer/Therapist yourself you will, I feel sure, also wish to experience the regressive
powers of the Double-Terminated Crystal Pyramid Configuration.

It is perfectly safe to set up this configuration for you to lie in by yourself. As you lie within the
configuration of double-terminated quartz crystals, in pyramidical formation, simply visualise a
blue-white light passing over each of the twenty-four double-terminated quartz crystals and
create a sea of pure crystalline energy in which you can feel yourself becoming enveloped.
As you become more proficient - and aware - you will experience a continuous expansion of your
inner consciousness and you will begin to 'see' pictures and visions of your previous incarnations.
As time progresses - and with more practice - you will soon learn to be able to focus more clearly and in greater detail - upon what you are seeing and observing.
Try to learn from what you are experiencing and sensing and push aside all materialistic thoughts
and ideas that may inhibit your progress and future development.
The Double-terminated crystal pyramid configuration will add a completely new dimension to the
knowledge and understanding which you have already acquired in your work as a crystal
healer/therapist.

Chapter 7
DOUBLE-TERMINATED CRYSTAL AND COLOUR
CANDLE CONFIGURATIONS
Candle burning for rituals, magick and therapeutic use have been understood by mankind almost
since time first began.

In preparing your double-terminated crystal candle configuration I would strongly recommend
that you only use round candles with a flat base which will easily sit by themselves on the floor
surrounding your client, as shown above:
Candles can be obtained in many different colours. As with gemstones and crystals, each coloured
candle has its own individual meaning and 'property'.
The following table may be used as a guide (and a 'guide' only) when considering which coloured
candle to use in your configurations:

Blue
Helps to reduce blood pressure. Relaxes the whole body, regulating the harmonious development
of tissue and body structure. Removes headaches and migraines and is also helpful in cases of
asthma. Helps one to sleep, reduces fear, soothes infections an d inflammations, relieves itches
and burns.

Green
Stimulates the pituitary and raises the bodily vibrations. Is a very beneficial colour for minor cuts,
sores and bruises. Is a very important colour to use in the treatment of cancer.

Magenta
This colour draws man into spiritual awareness. It should be used only rarely and is a colour
usually for the more mature person.

Orange
This colour is an anti-depressant and assists good digestion, being beneficial to most of the
metabolic system. It helps to increase oxygen and so helps the lungs to function properly.

Red
Of all the colours this is the most powerful! It should, therefore, be used extremely carefully and
wisely. It is revitalising, stimulating and arousing. It can be used in the treatment of chronic
diseases.

Turquoise
Refreshing and cooling. This colour is very restful for people suffering from their nerves and also
helps treat inflammations. Also very good for eczema.

Violet
In this colour we meet two worlds; the relaxing in blue and the stimulating in the red. It is the
colour of a consciousness balance - the colour of divinity, creativity and also stability.

Yellow
Can stimulate the nervous system. Helps with mental illness and also stimulates the lymphatic
glands. May help in the treatment of arthritis by removing density deposits in the body.
It is also very important to note that each colour has an emotional/mental quality which should
also be taken into account when treating your client; as the psychological condition often affects
the physical: Blue - is relaxing
Green - is balance/equilibrium
Magenta - is dissolving/letting go
Orange - is joy
Red - is energy
Violet - is dignity/self-respect
Yellow - is detachment
One very significant - and important - colour not mentioned so far is pink; this is the colour usually
associated with love, with the emotions and, most particularly, with mother-love.
The colour pink has a very calming effect on the emotional level and helps people suffering from
emotional traumas or problems with their relationships.
It has been found that whenever aggressive - and violent - prisoners are placed in cells which
have been painted pink, they quickly quieten down and become subdued and placid!
The double-terminated crystal candle configuration should be used for treating people suffering
from mental and emotional illnesses rather than for physical ailments and disabilities.
Once your client is lying on their back on the floor choose candles of the colour which most closely
reflects their emotional state of mind and psychological imbalances.
Twenty coloured candles will be needed. All the candles should be positioned approximately 12-18
inches away from the client's body.
Four candles should be placed at the head, four at the feet and six on either side of the body.

The candles should then be lit.
Ten double-terminated quartz crystals are also required. One crystal should be placed at the head,
one at the feet and four crystals should be placed diagonally. Two further crystals are needed on
either side of the body, one at the shoulders and one at the waist.
All crystals should be pointing inwards towards the client's body.
The ten double-terminated quartz crystals will amplify the healing energies from all the coloured
candles and will, of course, also provide their own vibrant and powerful healing energies.
As with the other configurations you should use your personal quartz crystal to 'energise' all the
double-terminated crystals to ensure that you have created a potent electromagnetic energy field
completely enveloping and surrounding the client's body.
The client should experience a wonderful release of inner stress and tension and their heart will
become full of love, light and laughter.
Allow at least 45 minutes for your double-terminated crystal candle configuration. It is extremely
important that your client should rest for a further hour or so after this
configuration as they will need to come back down to earth slowly after releasing so many
emotional 'blockages' and 'stress-blocks.

Chapter 8
DOUBLE-TERMINATED CRYSTAL
MULTI-CONFIGURATIONS
The double-terminated crystal multi-configuration has, of course, certain similarities to both the
double-terminated quartz crystal configuration and the double-terminated Star of David
configuration.
When you need to work with your client using either crystal hypnosis or past-life regression this
double-terminated crystal multi-configuration placed around your client will assist them in
achieving the required depth of inner relaxation, peace and tranquillity and will also assist you in
being able to communicate with their inmost subconscious mind.

One double-terminated quartz crystal should be placed at the head, one at the feet, one on either
side of the head, points facing diagonally towards the client, one on either side of the feet, with
their points diagonally facing their toes and three double-terminated quartz crystals, on either
side of the body, points facing inwards - as in the figure on the left.
Each double-terminated quartz crystal should be 'programmed' to radiate relaxing crystalline
energy so that all the physical stress and tension is drawn out of the client's body.
The double-terminated crystal multi-configuration is especially effective in reassuring clients who
have never before experienced the wonderful effects of crystal hypnosis and past-life regression.
When your client is sufficiently relaxed and 'at ease' you should gently begin to talk to them,
projecting your words and thoughts into their mind, thereby establishing a wonderful empathy
and rapport with their whole being and encouraging them to have complete trust and faith in the
crystal healing process.
It is always a very good idea to have a tape recorder available so you can record any of the session
which may prove particularly interesting and informative.
Most people - quite naturally - are fascinated with past-life regression and in discovering the
people they used to be in previous incarnations.
But once you get beyond the fascination 'barrier' there is a whole new 'world' out there waiting to
be explored.
You may have already read - in the text files here on my website - descriptions of Atlantis and
Egypt as given to us by countless psychics, clairvoyants and mediums.

But many people whom I myself have regressed have also provided a great number of fascinating
'facts' and information - some of which corroborates and agrees with data given to us by many
well-known mystics and seers such as Edgar Cayce.
Not everyone, of course, for one reason or another, makes a good subject for past-life regression
but those that do - and I am sure that you will be able to find them yourself - often provide an
intriguing 'glimpse' into many of this world's ancient cultures and beliefs.
And it is this very information, once collated and analysed, which I believe will help us to prepare
our civilisation for the cataclysms and traumas yet to come!

Chapter 9
DOUBLE-TERMINATED CRYSTAL TRIANGULATION
On occasions it is very useful to be able to concentrate all the crystalline energies on one part of
the body.
The illustration below shows the layout for a double-terminated crystal triangulation for the upper
body. One double-terminated quartz crystal should be placed at the head and one on each side of
the client's body, at the waist, pointing inwards.
When placing the crystals on the body remember to 'programme' them as you place them in
position.
As with the previous double-terminated quartz crystal configuration it is necessary to use one's
personal quartz crystal by passing it over the three double-terminated quartz crystals in a
clockwise direction to create an unified electromagnetic energy flow surrounding the top half of
the client's body.

The second illustration below shows the layout for a double-terminated crystal triangulation for
the lower body. One crystal should be placed at the feet and one crystal should be placed on either
side of the client's body, points inwards, at the waist.
The same criteria and techniques apply to the lower body triangulation as in the upper body
triangulations.

Chapter 10
DOUBLE-TERMINATED CRYSTAL GRID
CONFIGURATION
Most crystal grids - for economic reasons - are created out of copper wiring. The area of the
copper grid itself should be approximately 7 feet x 7 feet. In designing your grid you should
interweave the copper wire in such a way that you finish up with 'holes' 2 inches long and 7 inches
wide.
The copper grid will, quite obviously, have to be laid out on the floor. If you - or your 'client' - find
it uncomfortable to lie upon the copper grid itself then I would suggest that you place a white
sheet, or robe underneath the body upon which one can lie more comfortably.
The Double-Terminated Crystal Grid Configuration should be set out as shown in the figure:

Whilst you may lie within this configuration yourself quite safely it is advisable to have someone
nearby - perhaps in the next room - as the power and energy created within this grid may take
you into a very deep and relaxing meditative state from which it is possible that you might find
difficulty in returning to your normal conscious mind by yourself.
The Double-Terminated Crystal Grid Configuration is a multi-dimensional power and energy
network of immense magnitude!
Copper is a great conductor of energy and by placing the double- terminated quartz crystals on
the copper grid as shown in the figure above, all the combined crystalline energy within all the
double-terminated quartz crystals is amplified and magnified many times.
You have to experience the effects of the Double-Terminated Crystal Grid Configuration for
yourself. Mere finite words are totally inadequate to describe all the emotions which you will
'sense' or all the subtle energies that you will feel gently pulsating through each level of your
innermost being.
As you develop and evolve your spiritual and psychic awareness you will begin to 'rediscover' and
'remember' some of the knowledge and understanding which once was yours when you lived in
Atlantis.

On occasions it may prove almost impossible for you to translate this knowledge into words that
can be understood in the twentieth century. Our English vocabulary may well possess no adequate
words in which to describe what you are 'seeing' and experiencing.
For despite our so-called hi-tech civilisation and scientific know-how our present day society still
has a very long way to go before it can catch up with all the advanced Atlantean Technology.
Through the Double-Terminated Crystal Grid Configuration you will find that your bodily
'vibrations' will begin to slow down - and become more attuned to the crystalline world around
you. Knowledge and understanding will begin to flow from the double- terminated quartz crystals
directly into your cosmic consciousness.
And as this information becomes absorbed within your body, at the appropriate time and place
you will be able to bring this knowledge and understanding to the surface of your conscious mind
to be used for the benefit of the people with whom you are working.

Chapter 11
BOJI STONES
Boji Stone is the copywriter and registered trademark for concretion stones which are found in
Colorado. Their shape is usually round with some protrusion of platelets. These stones are a
composite of palladium and pyrite.
Boji stones come in male, female and androgynous forms and in various sizes, generally from the
size of a dime to as about as large as a silver dollar. The male stone is characterised primarily by
the uneven, sharp, protruding patterns on their surface.
The female stones are all smooth in their configuration. The androgynous stones display a point or
points of some uneven characteristics but not as contiguous as displayed on the male stones.
These stones attain their full power when they are used in pairs except for the androgynous
stones which can be considered as having the same energy as a pair of male and female stones.
Boji stones can transfer energy from the etheric to the physical body. It will clean, recharge and
fill with positive energy, all of the voids or holes in the aura and the auric field.
By rubbing two Boji stones together in the dark you can see sparks fly, and placed in a fire they
will explode. If they are left on the ground, in time, their energy leaves and the stones rot away.
In Atlantis, Boji energy was used for refining energy within each cell by placing a Boji stone one
each chakra. When one or two Boji stones are set on the right polarity of the body, all pain may be
removed within minutes.
Bojis may also be used from the crown to the root chakra by utilising a spinning, moving clockwise
energy field. To facilitate this, you would select one of the stones either male or female and place
it above, but not touching the crown chakra and then place the other of the pair near, but not on
the root chakra. Holding these in place for about five minutes will align all the chakras.
The energy within the stones will of itself, create this clockwise motion between the root and the
crown chakras. Another placement would be to either hold a male in the left hand and a female in
the right hand for five minutes to balance the left and right brain. This facilitates an ability to
access into your artistic side more freely.
This also balances the male/female energy of the body. It assists in the removal of any energy
blockages within the body. You can do this daily and will notice a large difference in how your
body feels. You will feel more energy and a push pull energy flow as the blockages are removed. It
sets up an electromagnetic field which enhances the energy or the electrical structure of the body.

You can also do a layout by placing one of the stones near but not touching the right temple and
the other near but not touching the left temple. Leave these in place for five minutes.
This will create an alignment between the right and left sides of the brain to bring forth the
hemisync process or the balancing or right and left brain. This will bring much more clarity and
allow one to access a higher percentage of brain function. It can raise your brain function to the
potential of six percent.
The average brain potential is three percent. Genius level can be as high as eight percent. This
technique will also assist in drawing out excess aluminium which is stored in the memory bank of
the brain and allow it to be passed through the system via the normal elimination processes.
Note that the layouts given should only be done for five minutes. Doing them for a longer period of
time can actually reverse the process. Do only once a day.

Physical
Can be used in general healing and cell regeneration where other activities have caused cells to
die such a radiation treatments. Also, these can be used for sprains and strains by applying any
Boji stones on the area affected. It will alleviate the pain.

Emotional
Using the layout to balance the hemisync of the brain will bring about feelings of emotional well
being. This can primarily be used on those diagnosed with clinical depression and those who have
chronic fatigue syndrome.

Mental
Stimulates brain activity and brings about mental clarity and also improves short and long term
memory. In some cases, it assists in past life remembrance.

Spiritual
Can promote the brotherhood effect, meaning that it can access a feeling of being included in the
oneness of all. It brings forth a spiritual understanding of unity. It transcends physical and
spiritual arrogance and eliminates discrimination and segregations. It bring forth a feeling of
equality and brotherhood. Balzar calls these the stones of humanity.

Compatibility
Clear Quartz Crystals, Palladium.

Elixirs
Not recommended.
You can also carry ametrine, angelite or argenite (raises all T cell count).
Also, you can take colloidal gold and a herb called "Cat's Claw" which is the most powerful thing
on the planet right now for building the immune system.

Chapter 12
CRYSTAL POWER IN ATLANTIS
The use of crystals as a power manipulator during the Golden Age was very likely not a
development from that era, 10,000 to 4,000 B.C., but was a form of technology inherited from a
culture far older -- the culture of Atlantis, which was destroyed during the polar shift and
magnetic reversal 12,000 years ago.
In the older Atlantean civilization, crystals were used quite extensively, and misused to such a
degree that they eventually led to the catastrophe which caused Atlantis to disappear into the
ocean.
Our chief sources of information comes from numerous psychics and seers, who have described,
each in their own way, yet in strikingly similar depictions, the Atlantean technology of crystal
power.
A modern Hindu sage and seer, Lama-Sing, offers us this overview of the forgotten crystal
technology:"The Atlanteans used the knowledge of the crystal refraction, amplification and storage. It is
known that a beam of light directed intensely and focused specifically on certain series of facets in
a gem will, when it exits from the reflective plane of the gem, be amplified rather than diminished.
And further, these amplified energies were broken down into a wide and sophisticated spectrum.
The Atlanteans used the spectrum of this energy so as to be more usable, and for a specific
purpose, much as one would use petroleum in terms of its various spectrum limitations for specific
purposes.
Extracting this and that and other things from the same basic substance, they used certain
divisions of the energy for growing things. Others for healing, others for knowledge or
increasement of substance. Other phases of spectrum for disassembling molecular structures, and
yet other combinations of these strata for building, assembling structures, as in chains; or
producing matter, transmutation of matter and that sort. Their basic technology is still available in
the earth plane in various locations.
When it is proper and when it is in accord with God's will you shall have it again. But with it will
come a burden of spiritual decision and needed growth. Man cannot have hate, hostility, and
anxiety within his being. He must replace this with love, tranquillity, compassion and patience. For
at the time these knowledges are recovered, man will have many of the so-called secrets towards
the creation, and conversely the destruction of matter.
Crystals have the ability to transfer energy, to retain it, to maintain its intensity, to focus and
transmit it over great distance to similar receivers as are equal or comparable to the transmitter.
Thus, from one pyramid to another the Atlanteans, in a sense, transmitted energy.
That when the face of the earth, as it is called, was directed toward a certain point one pyramid
would function to intensify and transmit energies to other pyramids which would then act as
receiving devices and would disperse energy as it was needed.
The opposite would be true, when that pyramid was at unfocusable point to their celestial
alignment the others would transmit to those. Very simple method, very effective method. Though
it brought them many difficulties later. "
In 1981, Revered Dr. Frank Alper, founder of the Arizona Metaphysical Society, channelled a series
of readings dealing with life in ancient Atlantis, and that civilisation’s use of crystals for everyday
purposes.

Some of the major points revealed in the readings were these:
The Atlantean crystals were natural forms, but their growths were speeded up. Some specimens of
clear quartz were produced to almost 25 feet high and 10 feet in diameter, had 12 sides and were
used for storing and transmitting power . Each had totally flawless and polished surfaces, so that
there would be an undisturbed flow of energies through them from one crystal pole to the other.
Small crystals, four to five feet high, were infused with different colors, and had a varied number
of facets, to be used for different purposes, such as healing, meditation, psychic development,
increasing mental capacity, communications, powering generators dematerialization, and
transport of objects, magnetic force fields, and travel at speeds undreamed of by our culture
today.
A number of crystals were shaped into inverted pyramids, with four to six sides, were infused with
various shades of pine or rose, which created a light beam for surgery, by changing molecular
structure, and for soothing pain, particularly in the delicate areas of the brain, the eyes, the heart
and reproductive organs.
Gold or yellow crystals changed colors to deeper hues in the presence of disease or bodily
vibration disorders. Ruby and purple stones helped cure emotional and spiritual problems; and
black crystals, no longer in existence, were powerful protectors.
For general rejuvenation and a return of vitality the ancient Atlanteans periodically meditated 15
to 20 minutes inside a circle of 6, 11, 22 or 24 stones of different types, holding a clear quartz in
their hands, which acted as a control and focalizes.
All these various crystals received their power from a variety of sources, including the Sun, the
Earth's energy grid system, or from each other.
The larger stones, called Fire Crystals, were the central receiving and broadcasting stations, while
others acted as receivers for individual cities, buildings, vehicles and homes. On a higher spiritual
level, rooms made of crystals were places where the Initiates left their bodies in the Final
Transcendence, often never to return.
In the modern Bermuda Triangle, on the ocean bottom where the ruins of Atlantis now exist, the
energy built up in the sunken and damaged Fire Crystals can periodically trigger
dematerializations of anything in the area. In this excerpt from the readings, Alper gives details of
how the ancient crystal systems worked, for protecting and energising a large metropolis:
"Around the perimeter of the city of Orax, were placed several thousand crystals, elongated in
shape and hexagonal on the sides. They served as the grounding points for this magnetic dome.
Through these crystals was generated the magnetic field that protected the city. The power to
these crystals was generated from the central core which was exactly in the center of the city.
The power of the core was conducted to the crystals on the perimeter through a system of copper
rods. These rods lead from the center core to each of the crystals in perimeter. From these rods,
dissecting the diameter of the city, there were many thousands of points where the energy could
be drawn off to supply power necessary for other functions and uses.
These rods were placed approximately six feet beneath the surface of the ground and also served
to make the earth quite fertile to produce food and vegetation. 'When entry into the city was
desired by a visiting ship, the power to one or two of the crystals was lowered to create an
opening in the magnetic field to allow for the entry of the ship. If this was not done, the ship
would have crashed, for it could not have penetrated the force field."
One of the most detailed descriptions of the Atlantean use of a mysterious instrument called the
Great Crystal was given by the famed psychic of Virginia Beach, Edgar Cayce. In the numerous
trance readings he gave over a five decade period, Cayce alluded to the Atlantean Great Crystal
time and time again, and a compilation of his words form a fascinating picture.

The Crystal, he said, was housed in a special building oval in shape, with a dome that could be
rolled back, exposing the Crystal to the light of the sun, moon and stars at the most favourable
times.
The interior of the building was lined with non-conducting metal or stone, similar to asbestos or
bakelite, a thermosetting plastic. The Crystal itself, which Cayce also called the Tuaoi Stone, or
Firestone, was huge in size, cylindrical in length, and prismatic in shape, cut with six sides.
On top of the Crystal was a moveable capstone, used to both concentrate incoming rays of energy,
and to direct currents to various parts of the Atlantean countryside.
It appears the Crystal gathered solar, lunar, stellar, atmospheric and Earth energies as well as
unknown elemental forces and concentrated these at a specific point, located between the top of
the Crystal and the bottom of the capstone.
The psychic also alluded to the fact that the Crystal became hot when in operation; it employed
inducted methods; utilised a kind of wave energy other than electromagnetic; and it melted an
invisible beam of energy that could pass through water and solid matter.
The energy of the Crystal was used for various purposes, in different periods of Atlantean history.
In the beginning, about 50,000 years ago, the Great Crystal was operated exclusively by the
Initiates, or those spiritually advanced enough to handle such a tremendous source of power.
At first, the energies were used as a means of communication between 'the finite and the 'Infinite'
-- an oracle that at this remote period in history, the Crystal was the development of a prehistoric
Wisdom which, as in the later Golden Age, recognised that all energies in the universe are but
aspects of one energy, and one Mind.
There are, as were set in the beginning, as far as the concern is of this physical earth plane, those
rules or laws in the relative force of those that govern the earth, and the beings of the earth plane,
and also that same law governs the planets, starts , constellations, groups, that constitute the
sphere, the space in which the planet moves.
These are of one force, and we see the manifestations of the relation of one force with another in
the many various phases as is shown.
As the peoples (of early Atlantis) were a peaceful peoples, their developments took on rather that
form -- with the developing into the physical material bodies -- of the fast development, or to the
using of the elements about them to their own use; recognizing themselves to be a part of that
about them.
That spirit that uses matter, that uses every influence in the earth's environ for the glory of the
Creative Forces, partakes of and is a part of the Universal Consciousness.' (Readings 3744-4, 3644, 35 08-1).
As time progressed, however, the Atlantean civilization matured further, the Crystal's energies
were also utilised in rejuvenating the human body. By it, the Atlanteans were able to live
hundreds of years, yet always maintain a youthful appearance.
As technology advanced in Atlantis, the energies of the Crystal were put to a wider variety of
material uses. Cayce spoke of the Crystal's force acting upon certain 'instruments' which in turn
operated 'various modes of travel through induction methods.'
Currents of energy were transmitted throughout the land, like radio waves, and powered by these,
crafts and vehicles traversed the land, through the sky and under the sea at the speed of sound.
By utilisation of other currents originating form the Crystal, the Atlanteans were also able to
transmit over great distances the human voice, the pictures, like modern television. In the same
manner, even heat and light could be directed to specific buildings or open arenas, giving
illumination and warmth by seemingly invisible means.

Toward the end of their existence, however, the Atlanteans became greedier for more power, the
operation of the Crystal was taken over by those of less spiritual fortitude, and the energies of the
Great Crystal were tuned to higher and more destructive frequencies.
Finally, the Crystal was tuned too high, activating volcanoes and melting mountains, ultimately
causing the submergence of Atlantis, and perhaps even the axis shift of the Earth itself. In one
reading, the psychic describes specifically how the Crystal energies were directed into the Earth,
overloading the Earth energy grid system.
"When there were those destructive forces brought through the creating of the high influences of
the earth."(Reading 263-4). John H. Sutton, a NASA researcher involved with applications of low
energy plasmas, believes that the Great Crystal Cayce was describing was a 'laser-fusion
reactor/gravity wave generator.'
He suggests that when intense gravity waves were generated by the Crystal and beamed into the
Earth, the planet's crystalline quartz, which occurs in granite rock as high as 25 percent
throughout the crust, absorbed the energy and the resulting melt-down of large masses of
subterranean quartz would have been the triggering mechanism for causing major slippage along
the Earth's fault-lines, destroying Atlantis and precipitating a global shift.
Interestingly, Cayce stipulated further that knowledge of the Great Crystal, its design and
construction, and instructions on its operations and uses, will one day be found hidden in three
different locations -- in the sunken ruins of Atlantis near modern Bimini in the Bahamas, in the
Hall of Records buried near the Sphinx in Egypt, and in the lost Temple of Iltar, yet to be fully
explored in modern Yucatan.
In one reading, Number 440-5, given in December 1933, the psychic revealed that crude models
of the Crystal were at the time already being discovered in Central America, by members of the
Pennsylvania State Museum.
What he was referring to were excavations being carried out from 1931 to 1938, by E.R. Johnson
of the Museum, at the site of Piedras Negras ('Place of Black Stones'), in Guatemala. The site was
a Mayan Old Empire center, and is distinguished by a number of large, intricately carved stone
stele or commemorative standing monuments. There were also curious circular, table-like stones,
also carved with scenes and pictographs.
Cayce observed that the stone models "are set in the front of the temple, between the service
temple and the outer court temple, or the priest activity, in the alter that stood before the door of
the tabernacle. This alter or stone, the stands between the activities of the priest. For of course,
this is degenerated from the original use and purpose, but is the nearest and closest one to be
found."
Furthermore, the psychic claimed, still other portions of the Crystal models are to be found in
museums in both Washington and Chicago. However, Cayce stressed the identification of the
models or clues as to their function will not be found without a 'transformation' having occurred
on a personal, spiritual level.
"For as given, do not confuse self and those about self. Not that this should be sought. Not that
information may not be asked for, but be sure that the records are read -- and those that have
been given may only be read by those who have cleansed or purified themselves."
Another psychic who has received information on the mysterious power source of the Atlanteans
is Washington columnist and author Ruth Montgomery.
Like Cayce, Montgomery learned that the ancient Atlanteans used an advanced energy created by
what her spirit guides called the Great Crystal. Ages ago, the Atlanteans had discovered a huge
vein of quartz, and after careful shaping and etching facets into the crystalline surface, a gem was
finally created that collected every ray of the sun, and transformed it into useful power.

The Atlanteans also built a reflector for it, and housed it in a gigantic domed building with a
moveable top, so that the energy could be directed wherever desired. nearby, 'copper vats' for
storage were constructed, so that the energy was always available.
According to Montgomery's guides, the secret of the Great Crystal was in its carbon structure,
which by an unrevealed process was 'sufficiently powerful enough to raise the level of energy ten
thousand times that of any known instrument today.'
The Atlanteans discovered that this 'broadcast power' could be used to propel vehicles.
The guides claim that the Great Crystal was powerful enough that 'when directed through the
rays of the sun it created sparks so strong that ships would take off from the earth and move in
area currents, directed by facets of the Crystal in controlled pattern'
Other vehicles were powered by the same source, which swam beneath the seas.' In fact, the
Great Crystal could 'drive machines across the heavens and beneath the sea' practically anywhere
in the world. It was also used as an important source of communication.
Montgomery learned that the Atlanteans utilised certain Crystal frequencies like a radio and even
television. 'The pictures were viewed on round images,' the psychic wrote, 'which projected a ray,
and were thrown on walls or any blank surface, so that there w as no need for screens or tubes.'
Montgomery then received these prophetic words: "Within the Crystal lie the secrets that will
revolutionise the world, supplying all power needs and energy forces."
In Egypt, Montgomery was told the Atlanteans built temples that also used the sun's rays like the
Great Crystal, only for the specific purpose of healing. 'The rays were directed to cubicles where
patients stretched out on couches and received the benefit properties without the dangerous
ones.
What was this unknown healing process? It may one day be used in the treatment of cancer.'
Significantly, a considerable amount of research is being done today in the use of both low power
and high power light waves for controlling cancer and skin ailments. In the Soviet Union, light
beams with an output of only one three-thousandths that of a household 60 watt bulb have been
discovered to stimulate skin rejuvenation, and aid in skin grafting.
In Hungary, Germany and Scandinavia, doctors are also successfully experimenting with 'laserpuncture' or healing by the projection of light waves on body acupuncture points. And in Denmark,
the Finsen Institute of Copenhagen has had remarkable results by giving cancer patients 'light
baths' of green, blue and ultraviolet spectrum radiations.
We are thus beginning to understand the basics of a medical science once far in advance of ours
today.

Chapter 13
CRYSTAL PSYCHIC TECHNIQUES
Take a piece of rose quartz - about 1 kilogram in weight - and twist, fairly tightly, a length of
copper wire around it, leaving at least 15cm free at each end.
Place the rose quartz in front of you and take hold of the ends of the copper wire, a piece in each
hand. Now relax. Quieten your mind and be still. After a few moments you will begin to feel a
gentle power pulsating within your hands. This power or energy will steadily increase and will
become very pleasant.
You will experience a deep sense of elation and a wonderful inner joy.

Practice yoga or meditation for a period of at least one hour. Then lie on your back and place a
quartz crystal upon your third eye chakra. You will feel very relaxed and your mind will become
receptive to the subtle vibrations emanating from within your crystal.
Ask the crystal to reflect the answers from the truth within into your conscious awareness. Then
allow your mind to become open to receive the answer, which may come in symbols, images,
visions or direct knowledge.

Hold the terminated point of a clear quartz crystal up to your third eye chakra and visualize
yourself as being calm, confident and spontaneously flowing with the situation. Project this
thought into your quartz crystal and then sit down quietly, holding the crystal, as you mentally
reaffirm to yourself the positive image you have created.
If you need to ask for an answer to a specific question, ask your question mentally and then place
your clear, single-terminated quartz crystal to your third eye chakra and visualize the solution
within your mind's eye.

If you need to send loving thoughts or prayers to another person, place your quartz crystal
pointing from your heart chakra, and visualize the desired result as strongly as you can and then
project the image through your crystal to be received by the person for whom you are praying.

Try the following experiment when you next suffer from 'flu': hold your personal quartz crystal
and visualize yellow light radiating through it. Then place your crystal in a jug of water and drink
this water the next day; one cup of water at two-hourly intervals.
You will be amazed at the result!

Shirley Maclaine places four quartz crystal clusters in the four corners of her bathtub every time
she takes a bath (a great idea for reaching the parts that other healing cannot reach!).
Why not try it for yourself? - It’s wonderful!

Quartz crystals have a way of attracting children, who seem to be especially receptive to their
beauty. A crystal hanging in a child's bedroom can become an endless source of fascination and
delight.

Crystals or gemstones may be placed under the pillow during sleep to inspire lofty or prophetic
dreams.

Hanging in a sunny window a quartz crystal will act as a prism, filling your room with brilliant
spectrums and adding the radiance of color and light to your surroundings.
If the crystal is set gently in motion your room will sparkle with excitement and life as rainbows
dance across the walls, floors and ceiling.

Many of us are exposed to very harsh tap water in our homes. One solution to this problem is to
place a quartz crystal in a large jug of water, leave for a couple of hours, and then drink instead of
the usual tap water. You will soon appreciate the sparkling purity of your crystal water.

Try this experiment and you may be surprised at the results: form a healing circle with some of
your friends. Place the person who is to receive the healing in the centre of the circle. The other
members of the healing group should place their quartz crystals on the floor in front of them.
Each member of the healing circle should simultaneously send their love and healing thoughts to
their quartz crystals and direct the crystals to pass on their healing energies to the person sitting
in the middle of the circle.
You should find that all the people sitting in the circle receive a considerable amount of healing
energy and feel very much better as a result of all the healing energies flowing around the group.

The following technique is useful for emotional and sexual blockages: lie on the floor on your back
and place one small quartz crystal on your throat.
Holding a quartz crystal in each hand, place one quartz crystal on your solar plexus, one on each
thigh, where it meets the trunk, and one on your heart chakra.
Breathe through your mouth seven times, in a steady rhythmic manner. As you inhale, slowly ‘pull’
energy from your heart into your throat, then gently, as you exhale, ‘push’ energy into the base
chakra from your throat.
If this technique causes an emotional response, allow it to happen, and another block will have
been removed.

Plants respond very quickly to the flow of crystal energy. If you have a sick or ailing plant, try the
following experiment:Pick up your personal quartz crystal and mentally programme the energies of the crystal to
energise the plant. Then direct the single-terminated end of the crystal in a clockwise direction
around the plant to strengthen its biomagnetic field.
Do this several times.
Now direct the crystal’s energies towards the roots of the plant and visualise a ray of blue-white
light pulsating towards the plant. When you have finished - and you will know when to stop
intuitively - direct the crystal energies around the perimeter of the plant (again) in a clockwise
direction.
Monitor the results carefully. The above treatment should be repeated at least once per day.
On one occasion I was staying with a family the night before I was to do a crystal healing
workshop. In the evening I demonstrated my crystal wand techniques on my hostess. In the
corner, behind the chair where she was sitting, was a Swiss cheese plant.
When I arrived back home from giving the workshop I received an excited telephone call from the
lady to tell me that her cheese plant had grown a further 15cm (6 inches) during the night!

Chapter 14
CRYSTAL NUMEROLOGY
The Science of numbers dates back to pre-Atlantean times and it was also used in both Hindu and
Arabic teachings.
ONE Vibrates to the sun - the ruler of Leo (the sun is conscious, the ego, self, masculine
energy - the father).
The beginning - new beginnings - inspiration - ideas and confidence - instinct.
TWO - Vibrates to the moon - ruler of cancer (the moon is the unconscious, feelings and
emotions, nurturing, habits, instinctual response - the mother).
Reaching out - caring and sharing - imagination - parenthood - conception - childbirth - dreams.
Two crystals joined together represent partnership and sharing.
THREE - Vibrates to the planet Jupiter - ruler of Sagittarius. (Jupiter is expansion, amplification,
higher learning and education)
Number of communication, expression and creativity. The threefold aspect of mother, father and
child. The Trinity of God: Mind, Body and Spirit: Wisdom, Will and Love.
Crystals with a small triangle etched on a facet has a Divine message from the Gods.
FOUR - Vibrates to Uranus - ruler of Aquarius (Uranus is unconventionality, flashes of inspiration,
awakening, disruption, independence).
Mastering the laws of the earth and often involves hard work. Number of wholeness (as in a
square). Mind, Body, Spirit and Feeling. Many crystals have an extra four-sided facet, often
diamond shaped, on their main termination face.
Meditate or concentrate upon this four-sided facet and you will be able to find out about a
particular lesson or goal in your life and how to accomplish it. Also the window can lead you to
other worlds, dimension, parallel lives, communication to higher self.
FIVE - Vibrates to Mercury - ruler of Gemini and Virgo (Mercury is of the mind, intellect, short
journeys, siblings).
Freedom, versatility, expansion, the number of the perfected man with his feet on the earth and
arms reaching for the stars. A five-faceted stone will help you to move beyond restrictions.
SIX - Most crystals possess six facets. Vibrates to Venus - ruler of Taurus and Libra (Venus is
sexual female receptivity, attraction, art, culture, beauty, money, harmony).
The number of love and romance. The Number of balance, harmony.
A six crystal will help you bring into balance your relationship with yourself and therefore with
others. Opening your heart to unconditional love. Money.
SEVEN - Vibrates to Neptune - ruler of Pisces (Neptune is mystical, transcending the material
world, music, art, etc).
The number of the mystic. This will enable you to discover spiritual truths and find out about all
the mysteries of life. Spirituality. Sensitivity. Mystery. Illusion and Delusion. Healing. Miracles.
Faith and Dreams that come true.

EIGHT - Vibrates to Saturn - ruler of Capricorn (Saturn is vulnerability, lessons to be learned in
life. Restriction, limitation, fear, structure.
Number of Power. An 8 crystal will stimulate the power to assert and express yourself. Wisdom.
Learning through experience. Stability. Patience and responsibility. Financial security. Caution.
Restriction. Self-Discipline and self-control.
NINE - Vibrates to Mars - ruler of Aries (Mars is male sexual drive. Energy. Assertiveness. Anger.
How we get what we want!).
Number of mastery over lessons of life. If life is a school, a Nine crystal will enable you to pass all
your final exams. Overcome the challenges of illness. Loss of Job. Change on any level. Courage.
Conflict.
TEN - Vibrates to Pluto - ruler of Scorpio (Pluto is death, transformation, regeneration, birth, sex,
power, control, intensity, deep hidden meanings).
The number of 'I am whole' combines the one of the 'I am' with the circle of completion. A tenfaceted crystal develops a sense of oneness with God. Love and Light. Image and ordain manifestation of thoughts and dreams.
ELEVEN Master Number. As are twenty-two and thirty-three. A master number has added
potential. Symbolises the mastering of the ability to care for others. To accept responsibility. To
reach out from a position of authority and to teach or to organise.
TWELVE - Adds up to 3 and completes a cycle. There are 12 signs of the zodiac. 12 hours of the
day and night. 12 disciples. 12 faceted crystals symbolises cosmic order. The Trinity. The blend of
world and spirit and the ability to express that blend.

Chapter 15
CRYSTAL SKULLS
At times, the Ancients did indeed reflect on the crystalline nature of our body and spirit, for they
imitated the human form and its energy patterns by carving it in solid crystal.
Without a doubt, the most famous and enigmatic piece of ancient crystal discovered to date is the
Mitchell-Hedges Crystal Skull.
One day in 1927, adventurer-explorer F.A. Mitchell-Hedges was clearing debris from atop a ruined
temple at the ancient Mayan city of Lubaantum, located in British Honduras, now Belize, when his
seventeen-year old daughter Anna, who had accompanied him, suddenly saw something
shimmering in the dust below.
Anna found an exquisitely carved and polished skull made of rock crystal, with the jaw piece
missing. Three months later, she located the jaw in an excavation about 25 feet from the first
site.

Mitchell-Hedges Crystal Skull
It closely corresponds in size to a small human cranium, with near perfect detail, even to
rendering the skull without the globular prominence or superciliary ridges, which are
characteristics of a female.
In 1970, art conservator and restorer Frank Dorland was given permission by the Mitchell-Hedges
estate to submit the quartz skull to tests conducted at the Hewlett-Packard Laboratories at Santa
Clara, California. From these tests, and from careful studies done by Dorland himself, the skull
revealed a whole array of anomalies.
When submersed in a benzyl alcohol bath, with a beam of light passing through, it was noted that
both the skull and jaw piece had come from the same quartz block. What was astounding to the
testers, however, is they found that the skull and jaw had been carved with total disregard to the
natural crystal axis in the quartz.
In modern crystallography, the first procedure is always to determine the axis, to prevent
fracturing and breakage during the subsequent shaping process. Yet, the skull's maker appears to
have employed methods by which such concerns were not necessary.
The unknown artist also used no metal tools. Dorland was unable to find signs of any tell-tale
scratch marks on the crystal, under high-powered microscopic analysis. Indeed, most metals
would have been ineffectual, for the crystal has a specific gravity of 2.65, and a Mhos hardness
factor of 7. In other words, even a modern penknife cannot make a mark on it.

From tiny patterns in the quartz near the carved surfaces, Dorland determined the skull was first
meticulously chiselled into a rough form, probably using diamonds. The finer shaping, grinding
and polishing, Dorland believes, was done by applying innumerable applications of solutions of
water and silicon-crystal sand.
The big problem is, if these were the processes used, then, as Dorland calculated, it would mean
that a total of 300 man-years of continuous labor was spent in making the skull. We must accept
this almost unimaginable feat, or admit to the use of some form of lost technology in the skull's
creation the likes of which we have no equivalent today.
The enigma of the skull, however, does not end with just its making. The zygomatic arches (the
bone arch extending along the sides and front of the cranium) are accurately separated from the
skull piece, and act as light pipes, using principles similar to modern optics, to channel light from
the base of the skull to the eye sockets.
The eye sockets in turn are miniature concave lenses that also transfer light from a source below,
into the upper cranium. Finally, in the interior of the skull is a ribbon prism and tiny light tunnels,
by which objects held beneath the skull are magnified and brightened.
Richard Garvin, who authored a book about the crystal skull, believes the skull was designed to be
placed over an upward shining beam. The result, with the various light transfers and prismatic
effects, would illuminate the entire skull and cause the sockets to become glowing eyes. Dorland
performed experiments using this technique, and reported the skull 'lights up like it was on fire.
Still another finding about the crystal skull reveals knowledge of weights and fulcrum points. The
jaw piece fits precisely onto the skull by two polished sockets, which allow the jaw to move up
and down.
The skull itself can be balanced exactly where two tiny holes are drilled on each side of its base,
which probably once held suspending supports. So perfect is the balance at these points that the
slightest breeze causes the skull to nod back and forth, the jaw opening and closing as counterweight. The visual effect is that of a living skull, talking and articulating.
The question, of course, is what purpose did this serve? was it only designed by its artist as a
clever toy or conversation piece, or, as Dorland believes, was the talking skull meant to be used
as an oracular device, through strange phenomena associated with the crystal skull, that defy
logical explanation.
Observers have reported that, for unknown reasons, the skull will change color. Sometimes the
frontal cranium clouds up, looking like white cotton. Other times it turns perfectly clear, as if the
space within disappears into an empty void. Over a period from 5 to 6 minutes, a dark spot often
begins forming on the right side and slowly blackens the entire skull, then recedes and disappears,
as mysteriously as it came.
Other observers have seen strange scenes reflected in the eye sockets, scenes of buildings and
other objects, even though the skull is resting against a black background. Still others have heard
ringing noises emanating from within, and at least on one occasion, a distinct glow from no known
light source surrounded the skull like an aura for up to six minutes.
The sum total of the skull appears to take in all five physical senses of the brain. It changes color
and light, it emits odorous, it creates sound, it gives off sensations of heat and cold to those who
touch it, even though the crystal has always remained at a physical temperature of 70 degrees F
under all conditions, and has even produced sensations of thirst and sometimes of taste in a few
cases.
Dorland is of the opinion that what is happening in all this phenomena is that the 'crystal
stimulates an unknown part of the brain, opening a psychic door to the absolute.' He observes,
'crystals continuously put out electric-like radio waves. Since the brain does the same thing, they
naturally interact.' He has found, too, that periodic happenings in the crystal skull are due to the
positions of the sun, moon and planets in the sky.

By gazing at the crystal, the eyes set up a harmonic relation stimulating the magnetism collected
in that portion of the brain known as the cerebellum. The cerebellum therefore becomes a
reservoir of magnetism which influences the quality of the magnetic outflow through the eyes,
thus setting up a continuous flow of magnetism between gazer and crystal.
The amount of energy entering the brain eventually increases to such a proportion as to affect the
poles of the brain, a region extending just above the eyes, contributing to psychic phenomena."
Going one step further, Tom Bearden, an expert in the field of psychotronic studies, believes that,
in the hands of a skilled meditator and mental focaliser, the crystal skull also served not only as a
vehicle to transform life field energy into electromagnetic energy and other physical effects, but
also aided in healing, by the altering of its crystalline resonance to match that of a patient's mind
and body frequencies, and affecting curing energies on the skull that would manifest in the
patient's auric field. The skull should thus be used as an amplifier and a transmitter of psychic and
earth energy forces.
When looking at the sum total of skill and knowledge incorporated in the Mitchell-Hedges skull,
modern science is stumped as to how to explain it. Author Richard Garvin summarised the findings
in these words: "It is virtually impossible today -- in the time when men have climbed mountains
on the moon -- to duplicate this achievement.
The lenses, light pipes, and prisms alone display a technical competence that the human race only
achieved recently. In fact, there is no one on the globe today who could attempt to duplicate the
carving. It would not be a question of skill, patience and time. It would simply be impossible.
As one crystallographer from Hewlett-Packard said, 'the damned thing simply shouldn't be."
But it does exist, and while we cannot explain it in terms of any known form of technology, we can
explain it only as the product of a technology far advanced to our own, but which vanished and
was forgotten long ago -- the technology of a Golden Age.

Chapter 16
FLOWER MEANINGS
When you send flowers to your loved ones or friends you are conveying to them the way you feel
about them.
This 'Flower Guide' will help you choose the most appropriate flowers to send:
Aster: Symbol of Love; Daintiness
Azalea: Fragile passion
Begonia: Beware
Bittersweet: Truth
Bluebell: Humility
Bouquet of Withered Flowers: Rejected love
Camellia, red: "You're a flame in my heart."
Camellia, white: "You're adorable."
Candytuft: Indifference
Carnation: Fascination
Carnation, red: "My heart aches for you."
Carnation, pink: "I will never forget you."
Carnation, one color: "Yes."
Carnation, striped: "No."; "Sorry, I cannot be with you."
Carnation, white: Sweet and Lovely; Innocence; Pure love
Carnation, yellow: "You have disappointed me." Rejection
Chrysanthemum: "You are a wonderful friend."
Chrysanthemum, yellow: Slighted love
Chrysanthemum, red: "I love you."
Coreopsis: Always cheerful
Crocus: Cheerfulness
Cyclamen: "Good-bye."
Daffodil: Unrequited love; You're the only one. The sun is always shining when I'm with you.
Daisy: Innocence; Loyal love; "I will never tell."; Purity

Dandelion: Faithfulness; Happiness
Fern: Magic; Fascination; Confidence and shelter
Forget-Me-Not: True love; Memories
Forsythia: Anticipation
Gladiolus: "I am really sincere."
Gloxinia: Love at first sight
Hyacinth, purple: "I am sorry."; "Please forgive me."; Sorrow
Hyacinth, white: Loveliness, "I will pray for you."
Hyacinth, yellow: Jealousy
Hydrangea: "Thank you for understanding."; Frigidity; Heartlessness
Iris: "You're friendship means so much to me."; Faith; Hope; Wisdom and
compliments."

valour; "My

Ivy: Wedded love; Fidelity; Friendship; Affection
Ivy Sprig of White Tendril: Anxious to please; Affection
Jonquil: "Love me."; Affection returned; Desire; Sympathy; Desire for affection returned
Lily, calla: Beauty
Lily, day: Coquetry
Lily, eucharis: Maiden charms
Lily, orange: Hatred
Lily, tiger: Wealth; Pride
Lily, white: Virginity; Purity; Majesty; "It's heavenly to be with you."
Lily-of-the-Valley: Sweetness; Return to Happiness; "You have made my life complete."
Marigold: Cruelty; Grief; Jealousy
Myrtle: Love
Narcissus: Egotism; Formality; Stay as sweet as you are.
Orange blossom: Innocence; Eternal love; Marriage and
Orange mock: Deceit
Orchid: Love; Beauty; Refinement; Beautiful lady
Orchid, cattleya: Mature charm
Peony: Gay life; Happy marriage

Fruitfulness

Petunia: Resentment; Anger; "Your presence soothes me."
Poppy: Eternal sleep; Oblivion; Imagination
Poppy, red: Pleasure
Poppy, yellow: Wealth; success
Primrose: "I can not live without you."
Primrose, evening: Inconsistency
ROSES
Red:

"I love you"; also respect or courage; romantic

love; congratulations; job well done

White: "You're heavenly", also reverence and humility, innocence and
silence; keep a secret; youthfulness
Yellow: Joy and gladness; "I care", Welcome Back, Friendship;

purity, secrecy and

Remember Me; Jealousy

Coral, Orange: Enthusiasm or desire
Pink: Grace and gentility, "You're so lovely"; perfect happiness; Please

Believe Me

Dark Pink: "Thank you"
Light Pink: Admiration
Peach: "Let's Get Together"; closing of the deal
Pale Colours: Friendship
Red & Yellow Combined: "Congratulations"
Yellow & Orange Combined: Passionate thoughts
Pink & White: "I love you still and always will"
Single Rose: Perpetual Love
Sweetheart Roses: "You're Sweet"
Hybrid Tea Roses: "I'll remember you always"
2 Roses taped or wired together: Symbol of engagement and future marriage.
Smilax: Lovely
Snapdragon: Deception; Gracious lady
Spider Flower: "Elope with me."
Stephanotis: Happiness in marriage
Stock: Bonds of affection; "You will always be beautiful to me."
Sweet pea: "Good-bye."; Departure; Blissful pleasure; "Thank you for a lovely time."

Tulip: Perfect lover
Tulip, red: "Believe me."; Declaration of love
Tulip, variegated: Beautiful eyes
Viscaria: "Will you dance with me?"
Zinnia, magenta: Lasting affection
Zinnia, scarlet: Constancy
Zinnia, white: Goodness

Chapter 17
GEM ELIXIRS
Gem Elixirs are prepared from natural gemstones and minerals; and each elixir posses the pure
essence of the gemstone itself, combining energy, colour and vibration in the form of a liquid.
These elixirs have absolutely no harmful side effects.
Gem Elixirs work upon the subtle energies of the body at all levels. The vibrations and natural
energies of each individual gemstone are channelled into the gem elixir, which can then be used
to treat many health conditions.
Up to seven drops of the gem elixir is recommended as a normal dosage and, for best results,
these should be taken three times per day; upon waking in the morning, at noon and before
retiring to bed in the evening. In acute cases, however, the elixir may be taken every hour.
Once a gem elixir has been ingested, it follows a specific path through the physical and subtle
bodies, initially being assimilated into the circulation system.
It then settles midway between the circulatory and nervous systems, where an electro-magnetic
current is created by the polarity of these two systems.
From there the elixir usually moves directly to the meridians, and then enters the various subtle
bodies, the chakras, or returns directly to the physical level. The elixir’s path is determined by the
type of elixir being used and the kind of person using it.
The gem elixir can usually be taken for three to four weeks at a time. Response rate can vary from
the first few minutes to many weeks, depending upon the patient'’ sensitivity. Various practices,
such as meditation and creative visualisation, while not essential, can positively influence the
effects of the elixir.
All gem elixirs are placed under a pyramid surrounded by quartz crystals and lodestones for
increased amplification. They are stored in a 2.5 metre (8 foot) gold-plated pyramid with a 24
carat gold capstone.
Gem elixirs seem to work best when they are used in combination for specific requirements. For
combinations, drops from individual bottles containing gem elixirs may be taken at the same time,
but there is a greatly amplified effect if larger equal amounts from individual gem elixir bottles are
poured into an empty bottle and then taken gradually.
All gem elixirs are self-adjusting, so they are very safe. On rare occasions one can detoxify too
rapidly with gem elixirs and, in such cases, all one needs to do is to lessen the dosage for a short
period.
The following gem elixirs are generally available:Abalone:-

This is an excellent elixir for treating spinal degeneration disease and
strengthening the heart.
Agate (Botswana) This elixir is particularly effective in high-pressure oxygen therapies,
used to treat tumours, neurological and skin tissue regeneration and
lung damage.
Agate (Carnelian) This is used to treat anorexia nervosa.
Agate (Fire):- This elixir influences the entire endocrine system and restimulates
the memory cells.
Agate (Moss):-This agate elixir can ease lymphomas, Hodgkin’s disease and diabetes.
It can also be used to ease allergies and for kidney disorders and
liver problems.
Alexandrite:- Has an impact on the nervous system, spleen and pancreas. Central

nervous system diseases, leukaemia and disorders associated with
the lymph gland and spleen are alleviated. Low self-esteem and
difficulty in centering the self are important clues to the need for
this elixir.
Amazonite:- The activities of the heart and solar plexus chakras are aligned,
which also aligns the etheric mental bodies. This elixir has some
very important ethereal properties.
Amber:Strengthens the thyroid and inner ear. People needing amber may
exhibit memory loss, inability to make decisions, eccentric behaviour
and anxiety.
Amethyst:Calms client in stressful situations, allows clarity of thought and is
good for headaches and migraines. Gives confidence, stimulates
clients who lack vision and helps greater attunement with God.
Aquamarine:- Reduces fear and anxiety, and an inability to express oneself. Excellent
for all throat and upper chest conditions.
Aventurine:- Alleviates psychosomatic illness, anxiety and buried fears, particularly
those that originated during the first seven years of childhood. This
elixir helps develop more emotional tranquillity and a more positive
attitude to life.
Azurite:This is particularly effective in the treatment of diseases of the bone
such as arthritis and spinal curvature.
Azurite with Malachite:- This elixir has an impact upon the liver, skin, thymus,
muscular dystrophy and cirrhosis of the liver.
Beryl:-

Used for the intestinal tract, the cardiovascular system and hardening
of the arteries. The over analytical or critical person could do with
this elixir.
Bloodstone:- Assists the bone marrow, spleen, heart, testicles, ovaries, cervix and
uterus. Spiritually, this elixir generates a higher state of
consciousness.
Brass:Eliminates toxins throughout the body, stimulates hair growth,
aligns the vertebrae and helps scalp and skin diseases.
Bronze:Helps produce red corpuscles, which may ease leukaemia.
Calcite:This elixir increases the mental capacity for astral projection.
Chalcedony:- Stimulates bone marrow and increases the production of red corpuscles.
Chrysocolla:- Strengthens the lungs, thyroid and coccyx. Stress and hypertension are
eased and emotions are balanced. Use this elixir when doing breathing
exercises for more control over spiritual forces. Chrysocolla amplifies
the throat chakra.
Chrysoprase:- The primary focus of this elixir is upon the prostate gland, testicles,
fallopian tubes and the ovaries.
Citrine:Removes toxins from the lower area of the body.
Copper:Can be used in a wide range of inflammatory conditions such as
arthritis, inner ear and intestinal disorders. It strengthens the pineal
and pituitary glands and aligns the five lower chakras.
Coral:Balances the entire personality; use for emotional calm, attunement to
nature and to increase expressive abilities and creativity. All meridians
and etheric bodies are balanced.
Diamond:-

This elixir is extremely effective in removing negative blockages which
interfere with vibrational remedies. It removes blockages in the
personality, and is used in cases of anxiety and insecurity.

Emerald:-

Balances the heart chakra, stimulates the meridian points, balances
the emotions, strengthens will-power and improves thee memory.

Fluorite:-

Strengthens the teeth, eases bone tissue and dental disease. In a
mouthwash the elixir helps prevent tooth decay.

Garnet:-

Stimulates the first chakra. People who are self-centred should
have this elixir.

Gold:-

This elixir is the great balancer of the heart chakra, critical to the
circulatory flows of the body. It is the master healer, aligns higher
spiritual thoughts and increases the ability to give and receive love.

Hematite:Helps the blood-cleansing function of the kidneys.
Herkimer Diamond:- This elixir releases stress and tension, and in particular the type
of stress that leads to malignant tumours. Similar to the diamond, the
herkimer radiates energy.
Jade:-

Helps the individual to become more articulate. Gives courage, wisdom,
sensitivity and increases psychic ability.
Jasper (Green):- This elixir is used to promote healing on all levels, and aligns
intuitive forces.
Lapis Lazuli:- This elixir is effective in treating tonsillitis. Its impact extends to the
larynx and bronchial passages. It releases buried emotions and
anxieties, and improves meditation.
Lodestone:- Increases the biomagnetic forces in the body and can be used in
magnetic healing. This elixir makes the aura more sensitive and
strengthens it and balances the male and female.
Magnetite:-

Stimulates the entire endocrine system. Aligns chakras and
stimulates deeper meditation.
Malachite:- Assists in correcting irregular menstruation, increases fertility and
reduces stomach ulcers.
Meteorite:This is a very important elixir, and can be taken at any time. Protects
against planetary radiation, ley lines and geopathic stress and is also
good for protecting the aura.
Moonstone:- Helps to control emotions, particularly those that cause anxiety and
stress. It is a female stone, and the elixir should be used for pelvic
disorders.
Obsidian:Balances the intestine and muscle tissue in the stomach area.
Onyx:Regenerates the heart, kidney and nerve tissue.
Opal (dark):- This variety of opal elixir affects the ovaries, testicles, pancreas, helps
release depression and acts as a grounding element for the emotional
body. The thought force is amplified.
Opal (Light):- Helps ease autism, dyslexia, epilepsy and visual problems. Helps the
client to seek for higher inspiration.
Pearl:Peridot:Platinum:Pyrite:-

This is a very powerful elixir which alleviates all emotional imbalances.
Emotional stress affects the stomach and lower back, and can manifest
itself in other stress-related diseases.
Helps to remove gradually all toxicity in the body, gives a more positive
emotional outlook on life, and increases patience.
Reduces arrogance, depression, pride, stress and memory loss from
shock or tragedy.
This elixir is a digestive aid for the abdomen and upper intestine, and
aids the production of enzymes.

Quartz (Smoky):- Helps sexual problems in both sexes, and aids proper release of the
Kundalini energy. Meditation with smoky quartz removes unclear
thought forms.
Quartz (White):- Amplifies the crystalline properties in the body, alleviates emotional
extremes, improves assimilation of the amino acids. The emotional
and etheric bodies are aligned. The third eye, head and solar plexus
chakras are also aligned.
Rhodocrosite:- Helps to detoxify the kidneys. There is a general strengthening of selfidentity and ability to function better in life.
Rhodonite:- This elixir strengthens the inner ear bone tissue and sense of hearing.
Rose Quartz:- Helps overcome emotional problems, like anger or tension. Increases

Ruby:Rutile:-

Sapphire:Sardonyx:Silver:Sodalite:Spinel:-

confidence and negates false pride. Balances the emotions and
stimulates the heart chakra.
Acts upon the first chakra, which in turn affects the heart, activates the
Kundalini, creates balance in spiritual endeavours and amplifies
thought power.
Tends to reverse ageing disorders associated with a poor immune
system. Stimulates inactive or unused parts of the brain. Increases
clairvoyance and develops inspiration.
Aligns the spinal column and improves communication with the highest
sides of life. Links the mind, body and spirit to bring feeling of being
at one.
Aids the lungs, larynx, thyroid and the nervous system.
Stimulates the nerve tissue. Increases the IQ and stimulates the speech
centers. Silver elixir is also used for mental imbalances such as
schizophrenia.
Strengthens the lymphatic system. Helps to attain emotional balance
for the purpose of spiritual growth.
This elixir is a very powerful general cleanser. Helps to detoxify the
system.

Tigers Eye:Topaz:-

Works on the adrenal glands and cleanses the bowels and bladder areas.
Calms the passions, improves appetite, and is a source of strength when
dealing with problems. Stimulates the third chakra, and helps to
assimilate newly stabilised emotions.
Tourmaline (Black):-Assists the first chakra and alleviates imbalances such as arthritis
and adrenal disorders.
Tourmaline (Rubellite):- Activates the qualities of the second chakra; for instance,
creativity and fertility are stimulated.
Tourmaline (Clear):- Activates the third chakra and helps problems associated with it
(e.g. digestion, ulcers)
Tourmaline (Green):- Opens the chakras and regenerates the heart, thymus and
immune system.
Tourmaline (Blue):- Activates the throat chakra, and strengthens the larynx, throat
and thyroid.
Tourmaline (Cats-Eye):- This is the elixir for the sixth chakra. It stimulates the
endocrine system and awakens personal concepts of God.
Tourmaline (Quartz):- This elixir opens the head chakra. Aligns all subtle bodies and
chakras, aids greater attunement to the higher self and increases
spiritual understanding.
Turquoise:- This elixir is a master healer: it strengthens the entire anatomy
and protects its aura.
Zircon:-

Merges the forces of the pineal and pituitary gland on a physical
level and opens and balances the chakras associated with these
two glands.

The following is a list of symptoms and the corresponding gem elixirs which may
be useful in treatment:Acidity:Acne:Addictions:Alcohol
Tobacco
Drugs
Ageing:Anaemia:Appetite:Arthritis:Asthma:-

pyrite
moss agate, aventurine, fire agate
amethyst, emerald, jade
gold
emerald
gold, silver, copper
all tourmalines, gold, garnet, magnetite
citrine, amethyst
lapis lazuli, dark opal, clear quartz, ruby
pearl, tourmaline, cats-eye, amethyst, emerald

Backache:amethyst
Bladder:lodestone, malachite, silver
Blood Pressure
High
pearl, emerald
Low
ruby, magnetite
Irregular ruby, pearl
Bronchitis:- pearl, azurite
Burns:malachite, pearl, ruby, turquoise
Calcium excess:- chrysocolla
Cataract:malachite, clear quartz, turquoise
Circulatory Problems:- emerald, ruby, bloodstone, pearl
Cold hands and feet:- ruby, magnetite, hematite
Colds:pearl
Colitis:emerald
Colour-blindness:- amethyst
Constipation:- topaz, ruby
Convulsions:- copper, magnetite
Cough:topaz, azurite
Cramps:copper, malachite, moonstone
Croup:topaz, diamond
Cysts:spinel
Dandruff:diamond
Deafness:moonstone
Diabetes:moss agate, lodestone, malachite, amethyst, rhodonite
Diarrhoea:- beryl, magnetite
Digestive Problems:- coral, onyx
Dizziness:copper, lodestone, magnetite, malachite
Dysentery:- emerald, copper
Dyspepsia:- emerald, diamond
Earache:diamond, fluorite, platinum, silver
Eczema:sapphire, coral
Epilepsy:copper, gold, silver, meteorite
Fatigue:ruby, pearl, moonstone, emerald, diamond, rose quartz
Fever:copper, coral, gold, jasper, ruby, silver
Fissure, anal:- diamond
Flatulence:- coral, emerald, topaz
Gallstones:- chalcedony, magnetite
Gastric Ulcer:emerald
Glands, swollen:- moonstone, aquamarine
Goitre:topaz
Gout:pearl, topaz, turquoise
Gums:carnelian, coral
Haemorrhage:- pearl, all agates, garnet
Haemorrhoids:-coral, diamond
Hay Fever:- pearl, topaz
Headaches:- hematite, lodestone, malachite, platinum, amethyst
Heart Disease:-emerald, ruby
Heartburn:- chrysocolla
Hepatitis:coral, citrine
Herpes:aventurine, garnet
Hyperglycaemia:- moss agate, amethyst
Hysteria:coral, sodalite
Impotence:- magnetite, ruby, tourmaline, cats-eye
Indigestion:- coral, pearl
Infections:- malachite, obsidian, ruby, silver
Infertility

Men
pearl, amethyst, bloodstone
Women
malachite, rose quartz, ruby, lodestone
Inflammations:-bloodstone, pearl, ruby
Influenza:topaz, moonstone, gold, fluorite, copper, beryl
Jaundice:-

copper, coral, magnetite

Kidney Stones:- amethyst, emerald, jade
Laryngitis:- lapis lazuli, pyrite
Leukaemia:- bloodstone, bronze, copper, diamond, obsidian, opal, ruby
Leprosy:diamond, sapphire, tourmaline, cats-eye, onyx, fluorite
Liver Infections:- lapis lazuli, opal, quartz, ruby, beryl, peridot
Lumbago:lodestone, magnetite
Memory, poor:-emerald
Menstruation
Irregular tourmaline
Heavy
sapphire
Painful
lapis lazuli, opal, quartz, ruby
Meningitis:- pearl, sapphire
Menopause:- herkimer diamond, malachite
Mental debility:- topaz
Migraine:amethyst, fluorite
Mouth Infections:- jasper
Multiple Sclerosis:- gold
Mumps:copper
Nails:graphite, sulphur
Nausea:emerald, onyx, sapphire
Nervous Exhaustion:- meteorite, copper, gold, silver
Neuralgia:- coral, amethyst, diamond
Numbness:- platinum
Obesity:-

malachite:- amethyst

Palpitation:- ruby, malachite
Pancreas Infections:- magnetite, malachite, black tourmaline
Paralysis:platinum
Parkinson’s Disease:-kunzite
Pharyngitis:- pyrite
Pneumonia:- opal, pearl, amethyst
Pregnancy nausea:- rubellite tourmaline, silver, amethyst
Pre-menstrual tension:- lapis lazuli, opal. Clear quartz, ruby
Prostate:hematite
Psoriasis:onyx, pearl
Rheumatism:- black tourmaline, sardonyx, malachite, lodestone, gold, chrysocolla
Scarlet Fever:- copper
Sciatica:copper
Schizophrenia:- meteorite, amethyst, rose quartz
Scleroma:beryl, chalcedony
Sexual Problems:- lapis lazuli, dark opal, clear quartz, ruby
Shock:meteorite, pearl, diamond
Spasms:copper, jasper, amethyst, silver
Spermatirrhoea:- light opal, pearl
Sterility:dark opal
Stomach Troubles:- azurite, coral, opal, pearl, rose quartz
Syphilis:malachite, pearl
Tonsillitis:-

lapis lazuli, pyrite

Toxaemia:Typhoid:-

lodestone, clear quartz
coral

Varicose Veins:- copper, coral
Vertigo:tourmaline, diamond
Vomiting:coral, pearl
Water Retention:- tourmaline, cats-eye
Weight Problems:- lapis lazuli, malachite, turquoise

The following list of psychological problems and associated health conditions may be treated with
one or more gem elixirs:Anger:-

beryl, diamond, peridot

Anxiety Stress:-

amethyst, lapis lazuli, diamond, onyx, light pearl

Apathy:-

copper, onyx, dark opal

Argumentativeness:- sulphur
Arrogance:- platinum
Carelessness:- lapis lazuli
Concentration, lack of:- diamond
Courage, lack of:- jade, amethyst, sardonyx, sodalite
Depression:- beryl, lapis lazuli, limestone, amethyst, onyx
Disappointment:-ruby, platinum
Dreams:-

diamond, clear and rose quartz, emerald, peridot

Emotional balance:- sodalite, garnet
Envy:-

diamond, topaz

Excitedness:- copper, gold, jet, kunzite, platinum
Fear of ageing:-blue quartz
Fear of death:- copper
Fear of eating:-black tourmaline, rose quartz
Fear of relationships:- sodalite
Frustration:- lapis lazuli, dark opal, clear quartz, ruby
Greed:-

chrysoprase

Grief:-

ruby, sardonyx, white tourmaline

Grudges:-

ruby, turquoise

Guilt:-

chrysoprase, sodalite

Harmony, lack of:- fire agate, emerald, ruby, green tourmaline, gold
Hostility:-

lepidolite

Humility, lack of:- sardonyx
Hyperactiveness:- graphite, sapphire, black tourmaline
Hysteria:-

amethyst, emerald isle

Imagination:, lack of:- chrysoprase, garnet, silver, spinel
Inferiority Complex:- gold
Inhibitions:- carbon, steel
Insecurity:-

diamond

Insomnia:-

emerald, clear quartz, peridot

Irritability:-

beryl, lapis lazuli, limestone, sapphire

Laziness:-

beryl

Lethargy:-

light opal, pearl, tigers eye, topaz, coral, diamond

Memory:-

amethyst, platinum, kunzite, copper, amber

Negativity:-

all tourmalines

Nervous Tension:- garnet, ruby, sapphire
Nightmares:- beryl, diamond, peridot, emerald, clear quartz, tigers eye
Obsession:-

emerald, rose quartz, tigers eye

Patience:-

ruby, turquoise

Possessiveness:- quartz
Pride, false:- platinum, rose quartz
Religious Intolerance:- amethyst, lapis lazuli
Resentment:- coral
Responsibility, lack of:- gold
Rigidity:-

all quartzes

Schizophrenia:- red coral, emerald, dark opal, light pearl, clear quartz
Sedation, in need of:- lapis lazuli, malachite, light pearl, turquoise, dark opal
Self-awareness, lack of:- copper rhodonite

Self-centredness:- garnet
Self-confidence, lack of:- moss agate, copper, gold, rose quartz, ruby, sardonyx
Self-esteem, lack of:- lapis lazuli, malachite, turquoise
Sensitivity, lack of:- diamond, onyx, pearl, lapis lazuli, dark opal, ruby
Sexual problems:- lapis lazuli, dark opal, clear quartz, ruby
Shock:-

diamond, pearl, ruby, Botswana agate, malachite

Shyness:-

lapis lazuli

Speech Problems:- apatite, amethyst
Suicidal:-

gold, citrine

Superstition:- emerald, rose quartz, tigers eye
Uncertainty:- bloodstone, coral, diamond, emerald, peridot, malachite
Unforgiving nature:- rutile
Violent:-

rose quartz, clear quartz, aquamarine

Will-power, lack of:- pink tourmaline, amethyst, garnet, carbon steel
Worry:-

coral, topaz

Chapter 18
PSYCHIC ATTACKS
What is a Psychic Attack?
Psychic attacks are usually divided into two categories:Unconscious negative energies being directed towards you by people who - at a very deep level of
their being - envy you or even hate you - but who do not admit this emotion to anyone, even
themselves.
People who use some form of ritualistic techniques to send you powerful negative energies/dark
forces with the objective of causing you as much pain and suffering as possible, both mentally and
physically.

How Can I protect Myself?

It is not too difficult to protect yourself against someone who is sending you negative energies
unconsciously once you have identified from whence the energies are being sent.
Visualize yourself surrounded by pure white light in the form of a ‘bubble’ which encircles your
whole body. Know that this ‘bubble’ is impenetrable and that any negative energies which are
directed towards you will bounce off the bubble and be returned to the primary source.
For added protection at night - when you are at your most vulnerable - place a bed pattern of
crystals beneath your mattress. Program each crystal to create a powerful energy field in which
you will be sleeping - and that if any negative energies are sent to you whilst you are asleep they
will be returned to their primary source.
It is a comparatively little known fact that many Psychic attacks are carefully planned. Most often
the victim is completely unaware of what is befalling them - and why they have been experiencing
so much ill health, bad luck etc.
For the majority of people witchcraft, black magicians and voodoo belong to the world of
Allan Poe, and has no relevance to their everyday life.

Edgar

Yet I have personally met a large number of people who have fallen ‘victim’ to the work of
ritualised spell and whose life has suffered greatly because of it.

a

Although it is believed that such ritualistic spells only have power to effect anyone if their
intended victim knows of their existence and believes implicitly in their power - I have
counselled many victims who tell me that they would never have believed it possible for them to
become affected by black magic or voodoo - but they have reluctantly admitted that they have
been forced to believe in the power of the Dark Forces because of their own personal experiences.
If you are the victim of a Psychic Attack I would advise you to take the following action:
Throw marine coarse salt into every corner of your house - pay particular attention to all doors
and windows.
Smudge every room in your house with pine and sage incense.
Light white candles at night in every room

Place a bed pattern of crystals under your mattress
Place a room pattern of crystals in both your bedroom and main living room.
Visualize yourself surrounded by pure white light in the form of a ‘bubble’ which encircles your
whole body. Know that this ‘bubble’ is impenetrable and that any negative energies which are
directed towards you will bounce off the bubble and be returned to the primary source.
Hold a mirror - at least 12" x 12" - and hold it in front of you and visualize that all negative
energies being directed towards you are being reflected from the mirror and returned to the
primary source ten fold.
The above suggestions will most certainly help, but you should always seek the support of a
specialist in psychic attacks to counsel you - and to help you exorcise the effects of the ritualistic
spell.

Chapter 19
THE CRYSTAL PYRAMID
Another unusual crystal find bears directly upon the use of crystals as the generator of a
universal form of power.
In 1970, Dr. Ray Brown, a naturopathic practitioner from Mesa, Arizona, was scuba diving
with friends near the Bari islands, Bahamas, in an area 20 miles from the edge of a submarine
drop-off called the Tongue of the Ocean.
During the dive, Brown became separated from his companions, and in trying to rejoin them,
suddenly saw a strange pyramid shape looming up against the aquamarine light. The pyramid
was situated 22 fathoms down, stood 120 feet high, with only 90 feet projecting out of the
sea floor shifting sands. Brown was at first struck by how smooth and mirror-like the stone
surface of the structure was, with the joints between the individual blocks almost
indiscernible.
Swimming about the capstone, which the Arizona diver thought looked like lapis lazuli, he
discovered an entranceway and decided to explore further. Passing along a narrow hallway,
Brown finally came to a small rectangular room with a pyramid-shaped ceiling. What was
amazing was that the room contained no algae or coral growing on the inner walls. They
were completely spotless.
In addition, though Brown had brought no flashlight, he could nevertheless see everything in
the room perfectly. It was very bright and well lit, but no direct light source was visible.
Brown's attention was drawn to a brassy metallic rod 3 inches in diameter hanging down
from the apex of the center, and at its end was attached a many-faceted red gem, which
came to a point. Directly below the rod and gem, sitting in the middle of the room was a
stand of carved stone topped by a stone plate with scrolled ends.
On the plate rested a pair of carved metal bronze-colored hands, life-sized, which appeared
blackened and burnt, as if having been subjected to tremendous heat. Nestled in the hands,
and situated 4 feet directly below the ceiling rod gem point, was a crystal sphere 3-1/2
inches in diameter.
Brown first attempted to pry loose the ceiling rod and red gemstone, but neither would
budge. Turning back to the crystal sphere he found it easily separated from the bronze hand
holders, and left the pyramid with it. As he departed, Brown felt a presence, and heard a
voice from somewhere telling him never to return.
Fearing that his unusual prize might be confiscated as salvage-treasure by the U.S.
government, Dr. Brown did not disclose the existence of the strange crystal or his
experiences until 1975, when he exhibited the crystal for the first time. He displayed the
crystal only a half dozen times, but each time witnesses have seen or have been sensitive to
strange phenomena directly associated with it.
Deep inside the crystal form one gazes upon three pyramid images, one in front of the other,
in decreasing sizes. Some, entering into a meditative or alpha brainwave state of
consciousness, are able to clearly see a fourth pyramid, in the foreground of the other three.
The significance of the image may have been hinted at by psychic Elizabeth Bacon of New
York. In a trance reading on the mysterious sphere, she received the message that the object
had once belonged to Thoth, the Egyptian god who ages ago buried a secret vault of
knowledge at Giza, near the three great Pyramids there.

Do the positions of the three pyramid images in the crystal hold a key to finding a fourth, as
yet unfound subterranean pyramid, that is the legendary Hall of Records?
From the side, the internal images dissolve into thousands of tiny fracture lines, and Brown
feels these may be electrical in nature, like some form of microscopic circuitry. From still
another angle, and under special conditions, many witnesses have been able to see a large
single human eye staring out serenely at them. Photographs of this eye have also been taken.

Like the mysterious crystal skull of Central America, Dr. Brown's crystal sphere is the source
of a variety of paranormal events. People have felt breezes of ionic winds blowing close to it;
cold and warm layers surround it at various distances; other witnesses have been phantom
lights, heard voices, or felt strange tingling sensations around it.
A compass needle placed next to the sphere will spin counter-clockwise, then begin turning in
the opposite direction when moved only two inches away. Metals are temporarily magnetised
in close contact with it.
There are even recorded instances where one person has been temporarily healed of an
ailment by touching the crystal sphere, but then the next person to come into its range took
on the symptoms of the ailment of the other person, as if the crystal could draw out and then
activate human disorders at will.
Just what the purpose of the crystal sphere was, and what role it once played in the
enigmatic instrument Brown found inside the sunken Bahaman pyramid, remains a mystery,
though of course there are some interesting possibilities.
One idea proposed is that the sunken pyramid once attracted, accumulated and generated
cosmic forces.
The suspended rod may have conducted forces accumulated in the capstone; the faceted red
gem at its end concentrated and projected the energy to the crystal sphere below it; and the
burnt and blackened hands, showing the evidence of an energy transfer, probably amplified
the release of energies; while the crystal sphere acted as the tuner and broadcaster of the
energies.
From time to time, I receive emails from people throughout the world asking me where Dr.
Ray Brown is today. That is a very good question!
As far as I have been able to discover from my own researches, neither Brown - nor his
crystal sphere - have been seen in public for many years past.
However, the only clue that I have is a somewhat enigmatic email I received a couple of
years ago which informed me that Brown had been kidnapped by an unnamed sect and that
whilst he was still alive, neither he, nor his crystal sphere, would ever be seen in public
again!

Chapter 20
EDGAR CAYCE and THE GREAT PYRAMID
The site finally selected for the safekeeping of all records and for the great symbol of the
esoteric content of the law was the fertile plains of Gizeh, which had stood firm during the
flood that had swept over so much of the land some thousands of years ago. This site was
situated even higher than was the Temple of Isis.
It was calculated that this area was also approximately the mathematical centre of the land
areas of the earth, where there might be the least disturbance by future earthquakes or
floods. Here the record vaults were to be hidden, in a small pyramid between the Sphinx and
the Great Pyramid, connected to both. Other large pyramids were also to be constructed in
the vicinity.
The Sphinx had already been started, then work was discontinued, then restored and added
to, after the return of the High Priest, Ra. Originally it was intended to be a memorial to
Araaraat, but after the recall of Ra the meaning was changed to symbolise the relation of
man and the animal, or carnal world, to those changes which must come about in his spiritual
evolution - changes which were already coming about, in the fading of falling away of
imperfections of man's bodily pattern.
The base of the Sphinx had been laid out in channels, and in the corner facing the Great
Pyramid the story was inscribed as to how all these were begun and built, giving the history
of the first invading ruler and the ascension of Araaraat. From the right forepaw, a passage
was made to lead to the entrance of the Record Chamber, or Pyramid of Records.
This was to remain undiscovered until man overcame his ego and reached true spiritual
understanding, at the beginning of the fifth root race.
The Hall of Records was enclosed in a pyramid of its own, also to stay hidden for many
thousands of years. It is situated between the Sphinx and the Great Pyramid. Hidden in the
north-east corner were thirty-two tablets, buried with the remains of King Araaraat. This was
the first of the pyramids to be constructed from the shifting sands.
The Great Pyramid of Gizeh was one hundred years in the building: from 10,490 to 10,390
B.C. Ra himself made extensive studies of the terrain, and great care was taken in figuring
the geometrical location in relation to the Sphinx and the four cardinal points of the compass.
Although it was planned by Ra, the actual construction and engineering were worked out by
Hermes, a descendant of Hennes Trismegistus, who had returned with the Priest from the
Nubian land of exile.
The Great Pyramid was built as a hall of initiation, the 'House Initiate', for those dedicating
themselves to special services in the secrets of the mystery religion of Egypt. Here the
masters performed their vows, consecrating themselves to holy service. Its purpose,
therefore, was far greater than that of a burial place.
It was erected by the application of those universal laws and forces of nature which cause
iron to float. By the same laws, gravity may be overcome, or neutralised, and stone made to
float in air. The Pyramid was thus built by levitation, abetted by song and chanting, much in
the same manner in which the Druids of England set up their huge stones at a later period.

Material for erection of the Pyramid was brought from as far away as Nubia; many different
kinds of stone being used. Highly polished white limestone was placed on the four sides, in
slabs whose joints were cemented together so imperceptibly that the work may be compared
to the jeweller's precision. This casing stone was later stripped off and pieces may still be
found in buildings in Cairo. Portions still lie buried below the sand, A few are still in place at
the foundation line on the north side.
The Pyramid's capstone was composed of an alloy of copper, brass and gold, pounded into a
covering for the top of the Pyramid. This eventually was desecrated,. by the sons of Heth, on
orders of the Pharaoh, under whom the children of Israel suffered in bondage. In certain
seasons a cosmic fire was lighted on top of the Pyramid, for symbolic purposes, by a method
known only to the Atlanteans.
A long and elaborate ceremony marked the dedication of the Pyramid after the capstone was
put into place. The event was announced to the people by a loud clanging of metal. From this
ringing-out has arisen the call to prayer, thanksgiving and worship, as symbolised in the
church bell. It is also the origin of the trumpet call to arms, and the ringing-in of the New
Year.
The Great Pyramid is a record in stone of the history and development of man from the time
of Araaraat and Ra to the end of the present earth cycle in 1998. Its records are written in the
language of mathematics, geometry and astronomy, as well as in the lands of stone used,
with their symbology.
At the end of the cycle, there is to be another change in the earth's position, with the return
of the Great Initiate for the culmination of the ancient prophecies. All changes that have
come and are yet to come are shown there in the passages from the base to the top. Changes
are signified by the layer of stone, the colour of it, and the direction in which the turns are
made. There are no undiscovered rooms, as such, in the Great Pyramid.
In the smaller Pyramid of Records, yet to be uncovered, there is a vault sealed with heavy
metal, containing the prophecy for the period from 1958 to 1998. Here were secreted the
records of the People of the One God, from the beginning of man's entrance into the earth.
The occasion of this sealing was attended by Araaraat, Ra and the priests and priestesses of
the Temples.
In the Great Pyramid, current history is symbolised by the low ceiling at the entrance of the
passage leading to the King's Chamber, as it is called. This low passage or depression shows a
downward tendency, as indicated by the variations in the land of stone used. The present
period, therefore, may be termed the Crucitarian Age, or the age in which preparations are
made for the beginning of the new sub-race.
Astronomical and numerical factors indicate this date began in the Autumn of 1932.
When the gradual change taking place in the position of the North Star, Polaris, became
noticeable as calculated from the entrance of the pyramid, there will be evidence of the
incoming of the new race, with a greater influx of souls from the Atlantean, Lemurian, La, Ur
or Da civilisations.
These conditions are indicated by the turn in the passage through the Pyramid. The empty
sarcophagus in the King's Chamber is itself a symbol of the enlightenment of man as to the
meaning of death - as a transition from one plane of existence to another.
The length, breadth, height and various directions of the many layers of stone in the passages
and chambers of the Pyramid accurately depict the events of significance in the spiritual
evolution of man on planet earth. The birth and death of Jesus of Nazareth are indicated to
the year, day and hour, at the turn of the passageway leading to the Queen's Chamber.

At one point in the low passage, 1936 is prophesied as a year of disturbances and turmoils,
including wars, storms and land upheavals; with a resulting unrest among groups and
masses. After 1956 a time of adjustment follows, and then the world enters a new period as
shown in the King's Chamber - some time between 1938 and 1958.
This era is the beginning of developments of an unusual nature in many ways, terminating in
the year 1998. It will be a time of preparation for the coming of the Master of the world - not
necessarily His actual coming, the time of which no man can ever know. It will be a period of
greater spiritual reawakening and enlightenment; of new understanding, new life and new
faith. There will be marked advancements in the field of science and new knowledge
concerning the balancing of the forces of gravity by which the Pyramid itself was built.
The present age of mankind is rapidly approaching a peak in its development. At the crest of
the wave there will be a breaking, a clash between the material-minded and the spiritualminded. Many will fall away; but those who stand firm will be guided in finding the records
and interpreting them for the benefit of men everywhere. The important thing lies not in just
their discovery but their interpretation!!
The Great Pyramid of Gizeh stands as an historical monument to the present root race. It
records the story of man's struggle for spiritual wisdom, and for many ages it was used as a
temple of initiation for many of the world's great teachers and leaders. It was here that the
Great Initiate, Jesus who became the Christ, took the final Initiate degrees, along with John
the Baptist.

Chapter 21
BORNITE (Peacock Ore)
Bornite is known as the stone of joyfulness. It brings to the user a feeling that the way it is, is the
way it is supposed to be. It brings you the ability to see and accept the joy in any moment.
Bornite also compliments an understanding that there is nothing wrong in any aspect of one's
incarnation. Everything is for purposeful good. It assists in separating the positive from the
negative and allows you to understand the distinct difference.
Bornite is one of the strongest healing stones on the mineral kingdom. It has the ability to
align every chakra when applied to a given chakra. The energy within bornite creates a
circular, clockwise motion. Even though it is placed on one chakra, it will affect the other six.
It can cause a transformation that removes negative energy and replaces it with a strong,
beneficial, positive energy. It possesses the unique property of energising not only the area
on which it is placed, but all affects all of the surrounding area as well. Bornite is a very
powerful mineral.
PHYSICAL
When used for healing, especially in the area above the navel chakra, that is at least one inch
above the navel chakra, it assists in the flow of adrenalin. Usually this is done when a person
is in an overacid state. The bornite will increase alkalinity. Also, it can be used to lower
calcium levels in the body. This would work well in treating arthritic conditions.
When use below the navel chakra, which would be at the belly button and lower, the bornite
will increase the acidic level and lower the alkaline level of the body. In this position it will
also help lower the sodium content of the body.
EMOTIONAL
Minimal impact with the exception that when one is in a state of harmony all the emotions
are in balance.
MENTAL
This is the stone of the rebirther. It assists one in integrating and bringing into unity the
existing separation of emotions with intellect. Human is emotion and God is intellect. The
bornite helps to remove the illusion that God and you are separate. Also, it casts out any
ideas or thoughts which no longer serve you. You would place a piece of Bornite at the crown
chakra of the subject during a rebirthing session.
SPIRITUAL
It is the thought of man that destroys this image of perfection and Bornite renews the joyous
experience.
COMPATIBILITY
Your would not want to use this with any other stones during the rebirthing process. In other
situation you can use it with any of the quartz family.

Chapter 22
ACTINOLITE
Green actinolite works on heart chakra and the black works on the root chakra. . Green has the
same healing properties as jade. It brings the body functions into harmony and balance.
Actinolite can effect the color vibration of other stones. It enhances their overall
effectiveness.
Physical
Stabilises the physical crystallisation process (a process that anchors either a positive or a
negative now consciousness). Crystallisation is that absolute moment, that absolute process.
The actinolite can restructure the cells into a positive crystallisation.
Emotional
Helps strengthen the needs and the thought process of the physical body, and allows it to
accept what has taken place.
Mental
Produces the thought that creates the balance process of the emotional and the physical
acceptance.
Spiritual
Produces the openness and the well-being that allows you to be available and receptive to
Gods energies. It is a protective shield which repels ones own negative thoughts. This is
particularly true of the black actinolite.
Compatibility
Aqua Aura, Diamond, Opal and Apophyllite.

Elixir
Physical and emotional and spiritual healing. Make elixir with aqua aura, diamond, opal,
apophyllite and black actinolite. Place in 190 proof for 30 days.
By itself actinolite (green) would produce the same effects as Jade. The black actinolite
would ward off unwanted thoughts. This would be good to take about a half hour before
meditation. Take fifteen drops under the tongue.

Chapter 23
Amethyst Elixir
To prepare an elixir for amethyst start with a clean stone (soak in a heavy brine of sea salt for
12 hours or heavy concentration of tea for about the same time). Or you can put it in the sun
for a day to cleanse and recharge it. I often do a combination of both is the weather is good.
Place the clean stone in a sterilised glass bowl with 12 ounces of 90 proof pure drinking
alcohol, or a very pure brandy.
Cover with bowl with a ceramic plate and place it in a dark cool place and let it sit there for 7
days. This then is your mother batch. I have a few more steps I take after this like placing it
under a copper pyramid, etc. but you can skip that part.
Then you would take several amber or cobalt blue bottles that have been washed and
sterilised for 15 minutes. You can usually purchase these through your local drug store. Get
the ones with the droppers, preferably glass droppers.
When you sterilised the jars, don't put in the rubber tops or plastic -- just the jars and the
glass dropper. When the jars are finished boiling you can drop the covers and plastic
droppers, if that is what you have, into the pot with the jars and immediately turn off the
water. Cover the pot and let it sit about 15 minutes more.
Remove the bottles and caps and droppers and drain upside down on clean hand towel paper.
When cool enough to handle fill them with your mother batch. To make an individual batch
for your use or for sale follow the same procedure for washing and sterilising the bottle. Use
about a one ounce size bottle.
When sterilised and dry, fill half the bottle with 90 proof pure alcohol or pure brandy. Add 15
drops of the mother batch to the bottle and then top off the rest of the bottle with distilled
water. Make sure not to fill it all the way to the top because when you put the dropper in it is
going to displace some of the liquid. Shake it up and let it sit for at least 48 hours and then
you can take as directed.
This elixir will also help build confidence in ones creative abilities. It is also excellent to take
15 drops before meditation to helps facilitate a higher state.
Dosage would be fifteen drops taken sublingually (under your tongue) three times day. I
would also carry an amethyst or wear one as a pendant or earrings would be even better.

Chapter 24
DANBURITE
When worn or carried or used in a layout this stone helps one to maintain a strong sense of
self identity while still preserving the knowledge of themselves as part of a greater whole. It
helps you to acknowledge your personal growth on your path of self realization.
Danburite is also used to stimulate the heart chakra to bring about an understanding that self
love is a right and not a privilege. It is a stone that can activate spiritual intellect when
placed with amethyst on the crown chakra. This would help one to have a great
understanding of their spiritual lessons and teachings.
PHYSICAL
Helps remove gall bladder stones by placing it on the area of the gall bladder for 45 minutes
at least once a day for a minimum of ten days or till the situation is alleviated. It can help to
correct anorexia and bulimia when consciously directed.
EMOTIONAL
Wearing this stone as a pendant on the heart chakra or doing a layout and placing it on the
heart chakra, will assist in the healing of emotional issues.
MENTAL
Danburite intensifies whatever state you are in. So do not wear this stone when you are in
any emotionally or mentally negative or stressful state. In meditation this stone can bring
about the knowledge that self love, or unconditional love is a gift of God and is bestowed
upon the user to share with the rest of humanity.
SPIRITUAL
Instils in your consciousness that everything in the spiritual realm is possible. It holds no
spiritual limitations. To accelerate ones spiritual transformation you can use this stone with
Moldavite on the third eye chakra. This would be good to use on someone who is just
beginning to awaken to their spiritual self. They know there is more but haven't quite come
to the greater realization of their own Divine nature.
COMPATIBILITY
Herkimer Diamond, Rose Quartz, Kunzite, Phenachite(Clear), Optical Calcite, Pink Paba
Tourmaline, Aurichalcite, Morganite, Moldavite.
ELIXIR
To gain weight take 15 drops sublingually three times a day. I don't have the full information
on the Phenachite yet but I do know that it mostly works on the upper chakras - Third eye,
Crown, and Eight or Soul Star Chakra.
I decided to see if I could channel a little bit on information on this stone and here is what I
received.
The stone Phenachite is a wondrous gift of the Hierarchy. It is a stone of the New age and
one which can transmute the density of man into his/her divine nature. It is a magnificent
tool for the ascension process. This stone can best with utilised with that of Danburite and
Tanzanite. It can assist one to access wisdom from the higher realms and will also bring in
the energies needed for those on a path of realization.

These will help one to integrate the greater light being given to mankind at this time. This
stone may be used as an elixir to help open and clear the higher chakras so greater wisdom
can be attained. This stone may be used alone or with the danburite and tanzanite on any of
the chakras from the heart and above. The combination of Tanzanite and Phenachite would
work best at the throat, third eye and crown chakras. The combination of the Danburite and
Phenachite would work very well in bring in and integrate light when placed on the heart
chakra.

Chapter 25
CELESTITE
This is one of the most powerful stones there is. Celestite has many abilities, one of which is
its proficiency at balancing the male/female energy within the physical body as well as
balancing all the energy fields - the auric energy and the life force energy or Gods' energy.
It brings you into attunement with very high powers of rationality. In other words, it brings
rational thought to any situation. This stone is excellent for any type of mental activities,
such as study work. It clears, balances and attunes all the chakras.
This is a good stone for public speakers or any one who needs to communicate either through
verbal or written skills. It facilitates fluency and proper pronunciation during any type of
communication. Using this stone helps you to receive verbal messages while using this stone.
It doesn't have to be used in meditation to do this. Celestite helps you to access your own
intuition. You can hold the stone and listen to the little voice within. It will give guidance and
information which can place you into right action.
Celestite contains the wisdom of the Ancient Masters. By accessing this stone and utilising it
in meditation, you can ask it if it has any stories to tell which pertain to you, which relates to
past lifetimes or this incarnation. It can be used to facilitate out of body experiences,
primarily those induced in the meditative state when there is soul separation from the
physical body. Celestite enhances that ability.
Placing a piece of Celestite by your bed at night will assist in the recollection of out of body
experiences, visualisations and dreams. This recall can be a very important tool in assisting
you on your own guided path.
Celestite brings hope and faith to a world, especially in these times, that God has created
everything for purposeful good. It brings a bright hope and a sense of knowing that
everything will be OK.
This is another stone that can be used for good luck, good fortune. It can be used by those
who wish to take a chance with some endeavor where they know the outcome could be in
their best interest. It is an excellent tool to use in the pursuit of the finer arts - painting,
music, sculpture, jewelry, designing, etc. One of the finest qualities of Celestite is its ability to
bring one into a state of bliss.
This blue crystal formation was brought forth from the Pleaides. They started off with one
little star seed. Moisture causes the termination point to be rounded. There were only 100
million geodes actually planted on earth. Some were planted in San Bernadino, California,
Saginaw, Michigan and Madagascar.
The prettiest, with the darkest, richest blue color are found in Madagascar. Pleiadian water
has a high iron content. The earth is a red matrix, clay base in Madagascar and turned the
crystal blue. These blue celestites are used to speak your truth. You can't tell a lie holding
this. Others will detect the untruth.
Celestites can be used to access the archangels in the dream state. Also, they may be placed
on the throat chakra to increase communication skills.
PHYSICAL
To help to articulate the range of hearing in hearing disorders. It also gives off an energy
which helps removes negative toxins from the system and helps prevent cellular destruction
EMOTIONAL

By integrating and assisting with the complete balancing of ones energy fields, naturally the
emotional state that results can be one of pure ecstasy. Celestite can create a relaxing energy
in a stressful environment by placing a piece of Celestite in the area. This will reduce and
minimise the stress and permit the emotional structure to remain intact and undisturbed.
MENTAL
Brings mental clarity, harmony , calmness, and happiness in every day activities. It also
reduces mental fatigue. It brings intellectual understanding and comprehension when used
while reading and studying. The Celestite brings forth a great mental picture from what you
are reading.
SPIRITUAL
It gives you the spirit of love. It initiates respect and admiration. It also brings in the entire
realm of the fifth dimension of the Ancient Mystic Brotherhood to those who call upon them.
Celestite is the stone of the Elestial Beings. It brings in and taps into the Sixth Dimension
which is the Archangels, the Angelic Realm and brings you into direct communication with
this realm.
BLUE
Iron and carbon cause the blue color. These are used to increase communication skills.
COMPATIBILITY
Clear Quartz Crystals, Sapphire, Lorimar, Kunzite, Rose Quartz.
ELIXIR
Helps alleviate and remove digestive disorders and dysfunctions of the intestinal tract and
colon. In meditation it helps align, augment and adjust your energy with those of the Sixth
Dimensional Angelic realm. This is excellent to take five drops prior to meditation if you wish
to contact any members of the Brotherhood of the Light to ask for assistance. For physical
healing take five to fifteen drops three times a day.

Chapter 26
ANGELITE
This is a stone of environmental protection. It protects the entities within an environment
while at the time protecting the environment itself. Angelite was created by the creator Gods,
the Elohim who then transmuted themselves into the Angelic or Celestial community. This
now allows mankind to communicate with the celestial, angelic community.
It will, by being in ones environment, bring peace and contentment. This is a good stone to
bring close to you when you are having one of those days where everything is going wrong. It
will assist in bringing all into balance. Angelite also enhances intellectual understanding . It
assists in comprehension of the spoken and written word.
PHYSICAL
It works on the auto immune system in correcting diseases that can become infectious, for
instance viral infections. It will also work to minimise the reduction of the size of the thymus,
therefore slow down the ageing process. This stone is the fountain of youth for the new age.
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL
Helps raise awareness, at a subconscious level, of ones personal power. It has the potential
for raising ones state of consciousness and allowing them to experience the God I am
consciousness. Angelite brings emotional peace and contentment. This stone can assist in the
removal of emotional blocks, dissipate anger and reconnect you to the universal knowledge
of the oneness of all things.
SPIRITUAL
Can take you out of body and assist you in the recall of the out of body experience. It allows
you to be comfortable when the soul separates from the physical body and travels to a higher
realm such as occurs during the dream state and deep meditative states as well as out of
body experiences.
COMPATIBILITY
Celestite, Diamantina Laser Quartz crystal, Madagascar quartz crystals.
ELIXIR
For afflictions of the throat -sore throat, tonsillitis, laryngitis. Also helps alleviate symptoms
of heart disease.

Chapter 27
AMAZONITE
Amazonite's main function is to dispel fear and worry. This is also a very relaxing stone. It
removes anguish and anger and it promotes a very pacifying subtle energy. It is very
soothing to the central nervous system.
Amazonite balances, aligns and unifies with a protective energy of the physical, emotional
and mental bodies. It has a tendency of removing irritating and very negative energies in the
auric field of the human body. This is the most powerful of all of the feldspar family.
PHYSICAL
It's strong calcium base helps to build strong teeth and works on the spine as well. In cases
of acute arthritis, where there is a build up of calcium deposits, Amazonite helps removes the
excess calcium within the joints. This then, returns flexibility to the affected extremities.
EMOTIONAL
Facilitates the balance between the etheric and astral bodies. This brings rational thought
into the emotional body.
MENTAL
Helps facilitate in reaching a harmonious balance within the kingdom of manifested
perfection. Brings the recognition of self responsibility in creating ones sense of centeredness
and well being as well as supplying the needed energy to bring that about.
SPIRITUAL
Enhances the opening of the crown chakra in order to receive transmissions from the higher
self. It also helps you to receive intuitive guidance from your spirit guides to assist in making
proper decisions in potentially negative circumstances.
COMPATABILITY
Aquamarine, moonstone, aventurine, sunstone, opal. Never use lodestone with amazonite.
The lodestone will take out the universal life force of the amazonite.
ELIXIR
Powerful antispasmodic elixir. It minimises neural transmission that causes involuntary
muscle spasms and contractions. Good for cerebral palsy and Parkinson's Disease. It
promotes a higher protein level that feeds more calcium to the brain which then minimises
the spasms. This can have a tendency to stabilise these conditions. Take 15 drops five times a
day sublingually for a minimum of 30 days. Once stabilisation begins take 15 drops once or
twice a day if needed from then on.

Chapter 28
Native Americans and Crystals
Some Native American Indians have relied very heavily upon crystals since the beginning of
their history; specifically the Cherokee. Every family had several in their home, placed where
the sun's rays in the morning, noon and evening would catch the crystals. Before they got up
in the morning, they would consult the morning crystal to see what their duties for the day
were. Then, at various times during the day, they would check back again.
Every Indian wore crystals on their body, concealed from view. The exception to this were
the two chiefs of the villages: the Red Chief (who managed affairs outside the village) and
the White Chief (who was the counselor/spiritual leader inside the village) These two people
wore large crystals in plain view around their necks. If the Red Chief fell in battle, there was
a warrior assigned to retrieve his crystal and bury it deep in the trunk of a tree where the
enemy could not use its power. If there were no trees, he smashed the crystal into shards.
The custom of baptising also came from the Cherokee. They would place seven large crystals
in a stream of running water and submerge the people for cleansing and purification.
Also, the Catawba, another South-eastern Nation, used quartz crystals for their arrow heads
and spear points. There is an article about the Catawba just posted at Innerspace under the
section "Looking Back".
The Navajo are users of crystals, and during the recent attacks of the rat-carried virus on the
reservations, the Navajo Medicine Man put out a call to all the people around the world to
work with their crystals for protection, and to drive the virus away.
Obsidian was a prized material for arrowheads and spear points in the West, and was a great
trade item for those Natives who had access to it.

Chapter 29
AMETHYST
CHEVRON AMETHYST:
This particular amethyst possesses God-like qualities. If you place a chevron amethyst on a
chakra which is closed or closing, this particular amethyst will reverse the negative energy
flow to facilitate the re-opening of the chakra. It gives guidance to the true nature of the
spiritual healer. A healer or one who believes that they may have latent healing capabilities
or attributes, can meditate with a chevron amethyst. This will create a bridge to the etheric
realms and show you the wisdom that is available. In a sense it can bring verification of ones
healing abilities.

ELESTIAL AMETHYST
These stones are rare. Usually they are found in larger sizes because most fractionated during
their growth period. These stones are as old as fifty million years old. They access past life
wisdom and the wisdom of the ages. They can actually tell the story of creation. The quality
unique to amethyst elestial is it's ability to bring a strong sense of universal intellect. In
meditation, it dispels negative thoughts and mind wandering (chita). It also assists in the
removal of confusion. Most elestial amethyst has smokey quartz in it. See smokey quartz and
Elestials for additional qualities.

SIBERIAN AMETHYST
There are not many of these powerful stones available at this time. These are found in the
mountains of Siberia in Russia where the average temperature is minus thirty degrees Celsius
to a low of minus one hundred and fifty degree Celsius.
They are found at a depth of three to four hundred feet. They are formed as a mass rather
than crystal points. The Siberian amethyst only work on the physical, both as blood purifier
and liver detoxifier.
Point the narrowest part of the your piece of Siberian amethyst upward and place on the
throat chakra. This will break up any blockages of blood in the brain.
Point the narrowest portion downward to work with the extremities and other organs of the
body. This would work for blood clots and blood poisoning and viruses in the blood as well.

ELIXIR
Facilitates the opening of the third eye to build confidence and understanding of ones part in
the creational process. Take 15 drops once a week prior to bed time. Also can be used to
attain higher states of meditation. Take fifteen drops a half hour prior to meditation. An elixir
of the Siberian Amethyst helps circulation and blood flow throughout the body.
Amethyst n. A purple-coloured quartz used as a semi-precious stone; the amethyst is known
as a spiritual stone and is often used for general healing purposes and as an aid to
meditation. Derived from the Greek word amethustos, not drunken, the stone is supposed to
be able to prevent intoxication.
If one sleeps with a piece of amethyst beneath one's pillow intuitive dreams may occur and
inspired thoughts might rise to the surface of one's creative mind.

For many years, the humble amethyst has been used by those with the gift of healing to
reduce the level of bodily stress and tension and to bring serenity in times of grief and
distress. Wearing an amethyst pendant helps to soothe and calm the mind, uplifts one's
spirits, increases intuitive awareness and protects the wearer from all harmful and negative
vibrations.
When using your computer and/or word-processor place a piece of amethyst on the VDU
screen. This will protect you from all potentially dangerous radiations emanating from within
your computer.
A large amethyst cluster cleanses the air we breathe and releases relaxing, refreshing and
positive ions into the atmosphere surrounding us.
As authors, an amethyst will assist us to stimulate our creativity. Our intuitive faculty will
start to expand and imaginative and original ideas will flow into our typewriters or word
processors.
Make friends with your amethyst! Amethysts should be held in the hand whilst you are
watching television or reading a book or magazine. The soft, gentle energies from your
amethyst will relax your whole body - both mentally and physically - and will liberate the
deep-seated stress and tension that you have accumulated through many years of worry and
strife.
Whether writing books, plays, film-scripts or television commercials, your friendly amethyst
will never let you down. Your amethyst will help you to develop tremendous sensitivity deep
within your mind and inner consciousness. You cannot fail once you begin placing your trust
in your amethyst!
As I write these words my own amethyst cluster is beaming its energies down upon me
benevolently.

Chapter 30
THE ATLANTEAN TEMPLE OF HEALING
The Atlantean Temple of Healing was a circular building. The only light which penetrated the
Temple came through a vast dome on the roof. This dome was adjustable so that sunlight,
either pure or filtered, could pour in through the roof whenever required. The dome could
also be closed so that no sunlight could enter the Temple at all.
The entrance to the Temple was rectangular. It was built of white, glistening stone; stone
which looked as if it were filled with mica and colour, and the heavy crossbeam of stone
which spanned the doorway had sculptured upon it a white swan with its noble head raised
upwards, moving gracefully outward.
There were groups of pillars composed of the precious white stone, which was bendable but
could not be broken, which were moulded to form a perfect circular upright, and the steps
were rectangular, in the same white glistening stone as the building itself.
There were no gates, or walls to guard its gardens. The gardens were filled with blossoms;
great beds of marigolds in their season, tulips, sunflowers, and many of the small, sweetlyperfumed roses. All gave of their glory for the healing of the people.
Just inside the entrance was a large Timekeeper Crystal.
This powerful crystal protected the Temple from any harmful vibrations and negativity. It
would not allow any person to pass inside the Temple unless that person had a genuine - and
pure - reason for doing so. The crystal knew everything; nothing could be hidden!
Within the entrance there was a large hallway both to the right and left. Round the central
circle were to be found two wide passages leading to the three special temples, which were
to be found at the far end of the central building. These temples were also circular. They were
not entered, nor was there any entrance, from the main temple, but the entrances were
through doorways heavily curtained, opening upon these passages, which stretched to the
right and the left of the main temple.
The central circular temple was a small special temple, where the healers studied and were
trained, and on the right of that temple was the Temple of Teaching; on the left was the
Temple of Research - not research in the sense that we use it today in connection with
material things, but research into all which concerned the healing of the body and soul.
All the teaching was undertaken in the Temple of Teaching. All the training of the healers,
where they were used as instruments and were not required to make use of their mind or
brain, was undertaken in the third Temple.
Students who came to the Temple of Healing were obliged to become proficient in one of
these arts, and were allocated and placed, either in the Temple of Teaching, in the Temple of
Healing or in the Temple of Research.
They were not allowed to follow the three courses at once; they had to prove their proficiency
in their first choice before they were permitted to take a second course, in one of the other
temples.
The central Temple of Healing was built over a Lake, and you will find its counterpart very
often today in the swimming pools which can be covered by a wooden floor, but in this case
the floor was of amethyst, warm to the touch of naked feet, and radiant with light and
power.

At the entrance to the central temple were the robing rooms for the priest healers, the
students and the novices; all built of glistening white stone, and, although austere, very
beautiful in harmony of colour and design.
Between the robing rooms, which were very similar to cubicles one would find in Swimming
Baths, was a passageway where there were further cubicles which were used for the
cleansing and purification of the clients' bodies.
Healing, in the time of Atlantis, did not take place in a matter of a few minutes as is the case
today; a client would be required to visit the Temple many times for the purification of their
physical body. Their hair was cut to the nape of their neck during their period of healing and,
following baths in plain spring water, they passed through baths of perfumed warm water,
before being given the white linen robe, in which they had to appear before their healer.
In the first of the smaller chambers of healing, the client had to pass through the purification
of the etheric body, and there, the healers, with their powers of clairvoyance and intuition,
strengthened by their service in the Temple, would look for any dark places, or lack of light in
the chakra and in the etheric body as a whole.
The client would only be permitted to go forward into the next healing chamber when the
priest-healer in charge of this particular room could report that the client's etheric body was
completely cleansed and full of light.
In the next cubicle most of the clients would spend very much longer than in the first one, for
here the weariness of the mind must be released, and as the mind relaxed and the body, in
harmony, relaxed, the client would talk to his teacher, telling him of the anxieties that
troubled him and the weariness of the soul which oppressed him.
This is akin to what today we call psycho-analysis and it can be a very long process indeed.
The work, therefore, undertaken in this mental room was of a truly specialized nature.
Only the greater - and more experienced - priests handled these clients, and many hours of
the day were given up to complete relaxation and pleasant conversation, and the eating of
fruits for the cleansing of the physical body. In particular the clients would drink citrus fruit
juices and spring water, which played an important role in the overall healing process.
When the client had passed all the necessary tests, he would move out of this second temple
and into the temple for the healing of the physical body, but not until the negative side of his
personality - hatred, jealousy, envy and selfishness - had been completely overcome; for as
long as any envy, hatred, or jealousy agitates within the mind, the body cannot be considered
whole and cleansed.
In the great central temple there were three daily healing sessions. In a gallery which ran
round the temple below the level of the windows, were men and women students, who were
taught wonderful music and singing, and in this gallery they would sing rhythmic chants and
spiritual songs whilst the healing sessions were taking place in the temple below.
Twelve healers under one tutor-priest worked upon twelve clients at any one time. The beds,
upon which the clients lay, were erected on white marble, built like rectangular boxes; the
top was also made out of the same precious stone which could not be broken or cut, and each
bed was composed of the stone of one colour, representing one ray.
When the client left the last healing room, he was given a six-pointed star in the colour of the
bed which he must occupy. This star he would give to the priest in charge of the clients of the
temple, and it was strapped upon his forehead by the priest so that the moment he entered
the great healing chamber, the healer-priest who belonged to that particular healing table
would welcome his client.

As soon as the client lay upon the healing table, the radiations of his aura would project, as
an emanation round his head and body, thus lighting up the whole of the corner of the room
where he was lying, and opening for himself the power to absorb the ethers from the soil and
the surrounding light ethers.
If, however, the client was not able to radiate these ethers, then the healers standing beside
that particular bed would stand motionless in meditation, until all the other eleven clients
had been treated by their healers, and the client would then have to return to the preparation
on the mental plane, to learn a further period of relaxation.
This rarely occurred though because normally all the clients were prepared and completely
relaxed by the time that they reached the great healing chamber.
There were four healers to each bed; the Priest Initiate on the right, the second priest on the
left, the third and fourth priests at the feet. The Priest Initiate directed the healing and the
two priests at the feet poured power through the client's feet from the palm of their hands.
Each healer wore a robe of the colour of his own ray, and a cloak over his shoulders, also of
the same colour. During the healing session this cloak, taken by the corners, would be turned
back fastening at the hem by a jewelled clasp.
When the healing session was completed, the clients were allowed to enjoy a period of
relaxation for approximately thirty minutes.
At the end of this period the healers would leave their clients and the priest-in-charge of the
Temple would lead the clients back to the robing room, where they would be given a meal of
honey in the comb, crushed corn and milk, and sent away to their own homes.

Chapter 31
MYSTERIES BEYOND THE BERMUDA TRIANGLE
Whilst many eminent Atlantean authorities express differing opinions and ideas as to
precisely where Atlantis was situated I would refer to a reading given by Edgar Cayce in
1932:"The position.....the continent of Atlantis occupied is between the Gulf of Mexico on the one
hand and the Mediterranean upon the other. Evidences of this lost civilisation are to be found
in the Pyrenees and Morocco, British Honduras, Yucatan and America. There are some
protruding portions.....that must have at one time or another been a portion of this great
continent. The British West Indies, or the Bahamas, are a portion of same that may be seen in
the present. If the geological survey would be made in some of these especially, or notably in
Bimini and in the Gulf Stream through this vicinity, these may be even yet determined" (3643).
When Atlantis was finally destroyed it sank to the very bottom of the Ocean. And whilst the
ruined temples play host to multitudinous underwater creatures, the great Atlantean firecrystals, that once provided so much of the tremendous power and energy that existed in
Atlantis, can still -on occasions - be activated.
Unfortunately, however, when the destruction occurred some of these fire-crystals were
partially damaged which has resulted in them only being able to project their energy rays at
random.
It is believed that each fire-crystal would have been at least twenty-foot high and some
eight-foot wide. In Atlantis these fire- crystals would have been erected in a series of three,
thus creating a vortex of astronomical energy and a power of the first magnitude!
From time to time the force field emitted by these damaged Atlantean fire-crystals becomes
very powerful and any plane or ship coming within the influence of this force field
disintegrates and is transformed into pure energy. Hence the 'inexplicable' and 'mysterious'
disappearances that has very often been blamed on the area of the Ocean known as the
Bermuda Triangle!
Some scientists have advanced the theory that many of the planes and ships that have been
'lost' and that have ' disappeared' within the Bermuda Triangle have been transported into
some kind of 'Black Hole' or a 'time warp'.
On a few - rare - occasions ships that had been reported as having 'vanished' have actually
returned. The crew members, though, have all appeared to be insane, incoherent and
babbling 'wild stories'.
This has occurred because there are certain times when the force field projected by the
Atlantean fire-crystals is not strong enough to effect total disintegration. Mental
disorientation results instead!
It is very similar to someone who receives an overdose from a shock treatment to the brain.
Not enough, perhaps, to kill, or destroy the person, but enough to seriously damage the brain
structure and to cause insanity and other forms of madness.
The ramblings that all these crew members have related are hallucinations, thoughts of fear
and of unknown indescribable horrors with which their minds cannot possibly cope.
In addition to the damaged Atlantean Fire-Crystals the Timekeeper Crystal still stands guard
within the ruined Atlantean Temple of Healing.

The great Timekeeper Crystal, however, does not project its energies in the same way as the
fire-crystals because it is hermetically sealed.
The Timekeeper Crystal is waiting - patiently - for the time, which is yet to come when once
again it will play its important role in the affairs of the world!
Another unusual crystal find bears directly upon the use of crystals as the generator of a
universal form of power. In 1970, Dr. Ray Brown, a naturopathic practitioner from Mesa,
Arizona, was scuba diving with friends near the Bari islands, Bahamas, in an area 20 miles
from the edge of a submarine drop-off called the Tongue of the Ocean.
During the dive, Brown became separated from his companions, and in trying to rejoin them,
suddenly saw a strange pyramid shape looming up against the aquamarine light. The pyramid
was situated 22 fathoms down, stood 120 feet high, with only 90 feet projecting out of the
sea floor shifting sands. Brown was at first struck by how smooth and mirror-like the stone
surface of the structure was, with the joints between the individual blocks almost
indiscernible.
Swimming about the capstone, which the Arizona diver thought looked like lapis lazuli, he
discovered an entranceway and decided to explore further. Passing along a narrow hallway,
Brown finally came to a small rectangular room with a pyramid-shaped ceiling. What was
amazing was that the room contained no algae or coral growing on the inner walls. They
were completely spotless.
In addition, though Brown had brought no flashlight, he could nevertheless see everything in
the room perfectly. It was very bright and well lit, but no direct light source was visible.
Brown's attention was drawn to a brassy metallic rod 3 inches in diameter hanging down
from the apex of the centre, and at its end was attached a many-faceted red gem, which
came to a point. Directly below the rod and gem, sitting in the middle of the room was a
stand of carved stone topped by a stone plate with scrolled ends.
On the plate rested a pair of carved metal bronze-coloured hands, life-sized, which appeared
blackened and burnt, as if having been subjected to tremendous heat. Nestled in the hands,
and situated 4 feet directly below the ceiling rod gem point, was a crystal sphere 3-1/2
inches in diameter.
Brown first attempted to pry loose the ceiling rod and red gemstone, but neither would
budge. Turning back to the crystal sphere he found it easily separated from the bronze hand
holders, and left the pyramid with it. As he departed, Brown felt a presence, and heard a
voice from somewhere telling him never to return.
Fearing that his unusual prize might be confiscated as salvage-treasure by the U.S.
government, Dr. Brown did not disclose the existence of the strange crystal or his
experiences until 1975, when he exhibited the crystal for the first time. He displayed the
crystal only a half dozen times, but each time witnesses have seen or have been sensitive to
strange phenomena directly associated with it.
Deep inside the crystal form one gazes upon three pyramid images, one in front of the other,
in decreasing sizes. Some, entering into a meditative or alpha brainwave state of
consciousness, are able to clearly see a fourth pyramid, in the foreground of the other three.
Psychic Elizabeth Bacon of New York may have hinted at the significance of the image. In a
trance reading on the mysterious sphere, she received the message that the object had once
belonged to Thoth, the Egyptian god whom ages ago buried a secret vault of knowledge at
Giza, near the three great Pyramids there. Do the positions of the three pyramid images in
the crystal hold a key to finding a fourth, as yet unfound subterranean pyramid, that is the
fabled Hall of Records?

From the side, the internal images dissolve into thousands of tiny fracture lines, and Brown
feels these may be electrical in nature, like some form of microscopic circuitry. From still
another angle, and under special conditions, many witnesses have been able to see a large
single human eye staring out serenely at them. Photographs of this eye have also been taken.
Like the mysterious crystal skull of Central America, Dr. Brown's crystal sphere is the source
of a variety of paranormal events. People have felt breezes of ionic winds blowing close to it;
cold and warm layers surround it at various distances; other witnesses have been phantom
lights, heard voices, or felt strange tingling sensations around it.
A compass needle placed next to the sphere will spin counterclockwise, then begin turning in
the opposite direction when moved only two inches away. Metals are temporarily magnetised
in close contact with it. There are even recorded instances where one person has been
temporarily healed of an ailment by touching the crystal sphere, but then the next person to
come into its range took on the symptoms of the ailment of the other person, as if the crystal
could draw out and then activate human disorders at will.
Just what the purpose of the crystal sphere was, and what role it once played in the
enigmatic instrument Brown found inside the sunken Bahaman pyramid, remains a mystery,
though of course there are some interesting possibilities. One idea proposed is that the
sunken pyramid once attracted, accumulated and generated cosmic forces.
The suspended rod may have conducted forces accumulated in the capstone; the faceted red
gem at its end concentrated and projected the energy to the crystal sphere below it; and the
burnt and blackened hands, showing the evidence of an energy transfer, probably amplified
the release of energies; while the crystal sphere acted as the tuner and broadcaster of the
energies.
All that we know for certain is that the crystal sphere Dr. Brown retrieved from this system is
by itself testimony to a most sophisticated technology, for as experts at the Smithsonian
Institute in Washington noted, the technology for cutting quartz stone to the perfection
exhibited in the crystal sphere was not accomplished by our civilisation until after 1900.
Edgar Cayce, in 1933, suggested in two readings that the Atlanteans possessed some form of
atomic power and radioactive forces:"Through the same form of fire the bodies of individuals were regenerated: by burning through application of rays from stone - the influences that brought destructive forces to an
animal organism.
Hence the body often rejuvenated itself; and it remained in that land until the eventual
destruction; joining with the peoples who made for the breaking up of the land - or joining
with Belial, at the final destruction of the land. In this, the entity lost. At first it was not the
intention nor desire for destructive forces. Later it was for ascension of power itself" (440-5;
December 20th,1933).
And Cayce goes on:"As for a description of the manner of construction of the stone: we find it was a large
cylindrical glass (as would be termed today); cut with facets in such manner that the
capstone or force that concentrated between the end of the cylinder and the capstone itself.
As indicated, the records as to ways of constructing same are in three places in the earth, as
it stands today: in the sunken portion of Atlantis, or Poseidia, where a portion of the temples
may yet be discovered under the slime of ages of sea water - near what is known as Bimini, of
the coast of Florida.
And (secondly) in the temple records that were in Egypt, where the entity acted later in cooperation with others towards preserving the records that came from the land where these
had been kept.

Also (thirdly) the records that were carried to what is now Yucatan, in America, where these
stones (which they know so little about) are now - during the last few months - being
uncovered" (440-5;December 20th, 1933).
One particularly interesting piece of information in the above reading is the reference to
Bimini. In 1969, steps were discovered leading down under the ocean at Bimini. These have
always been believed to have once formed part of Atlantis although it appears that little
further excavations or explorations have ever taken place on this site.
But - and really it is not too big a but - it does seem that the balance of probability is firmly
tilted towards the supposition that Atlantis was more than a legend; that, in reality, it was a
historical fact.
In the meantime, however, the damaged Atlantean fire-crystals will continue, from time to
time, to have an effect upon some of the planes and ships which pass through the area
known as "The Bermuda Triangle".

Chapter 32
YOGA and CRYSTAL CONFIGURATIONS
Although there are many books that have been published during the past few years on the subject
of Crystal Healing I cannot think of any other book which describes how crystals can be used in
combination with Yoga postures.
Although I am not a yoga therapist myself I know that the yoga/crystal healing techniques which
I am about to share with you will greatly enhance and enrich the healing work of all yoga
therapists and teachers.
Some of my students - to whom I am indebted for their invaluable input and feedback in respect
of their experiences in using quartz crystals to amplify their yoga energies - have found that
crystals and gemstones are a natural and powerful way on enhancing the benefits derived from
many yoga postures.
However, before discussing the actual yoga and crystal configurations and their purposes it is
necessary for me to give you a brief history of the relationship between crystals and yoga. This
will help you understand how these two excellent disciplines (each of which obviously works very
well on its own) can support each other.
Krishna (a divine incarnation of the Indian god Vishnu) proclaimed to his disciple Arjuna, ‘all that
you see and all that you cannot see is pervaded by a small part of me.’
Krishna disclaims the idea of empty, meaningless space: God is everywhere, in everything, even in
the space that separates us from each other.
Out of this philosophy many methods of healing developed, each based on the existence of energy
at several levels, not exclusively at the manifest level.
Human beings also consist of subtle energies that are not manifest to the ‘veiled’ eye. The
Bhagavad Gita describes an inverted tree with its roots above and its branches below;
consciousness, which is above, polarised as prana, pours down to every part of the body.
This balanced consciousness, or prana, which animates the millions of cells of the body, is known
as the subtle body. In it there are 72,000 nadis (conduits, vessels, veins or nerves).
The ancient Yogis or teachers explained in careful detail the construction of the subtle bodies and
by what methods the subtle energies could be accessed.
The ultimate goal of all creation for the Hindu is the individual seeking God and then discovering
that, in truth, nothing else exists, and that this body is only a microcosm of the great macrocosm
of creation. Because the macrocosm is inaccessible the Yogi concentrates his efforts on the
macrocosm, the body.
One of the greatest methods of discovering the body was the use of a discipline that became
known as Hatha yoga (ha = sun and tha = moon). In all the texts on Hatha Yoga, great attention
is given to Purusa, the great One, the motionless, the contemplative, and to Prakrti, the One that
works, that generates, that nourishes.
These are said to be God and the manifest universe. But the texts warns us that this is a
separation for the mind only - in truth they are both one! In the human body Purusa sits at the
crown of the head, silent and uninvolved in the creation of the being, and Prakrti lies dormant at
the base of the spine.

Through the process of Hatha Yoga the being (which includes the subtle and gross body, the mind
and the emotions) is purified and Sakti, in the form of the Kundalini, is awakened and united with
Purusa.
In order for this union to take place kundalini must travel up a channel (or nadi) known as
Sushumna. This central nadi, Sushumna, links the subtle body (corresponding to the position of
the spine) to the crown of the head.
In so doing it passes through a number of chakras. A chakra is a psychic centre of energy located
at several places along Sushumna, each one of which is a mandala, pictured as a lotus flower with
several petals.
Each mandala is associated with a cosmic element - earth, fire, air or space - and therefore bears
the symbol of that element. Their locations in the subtle body are significant. The earth chakra is
where the body comes into contact with the earth, the water chakra in the genito-urinary region,
the fire chakra is in the region of gastric fire, the air chakra is in the heart/lung region and the
space chakra is in the throat (space is the medium of sound which is produced in the throat).
Every centre has dual potentiality: the divine and the animal.
In the human personality each one of the elements manifests as a personality trait which has a
dual aspect. The earth element imparts solidity and stability to the individual, but also the
stubbornness and earthiness. The water element imparts adaptability and clarity, but also
instability and total lack of determination (water always takes the line of least resistance).
Hatha Yoga seeks to purify first and then to stabilise the energy centres in order that Kundalini
can be awakened and begin her journey up Sushumna.
The texts repeatedly emphasis that these purifications are of the greatest value to the Yogi’s
health. It is for this reason that Hatha Yoga may be viewed as a healing discipline because any
disturbance in any of the nadis in the subtle body, or in the chakras themselves will have an
immediate effect on the physical body.
If crystals and gemstones can also be used to stabilise and influence subtle energies then their
effectiveness will be even greater when used in conjunction with other disciplines like Hatha
Yoga. Other healing arts such as acupuncture and homeopathy also seek to influence the subtle
energies but in Hatha Yoga we are working with the manifest physical body and it seems more
appropriate to influence the subtle energies using another manifest physical body, like a crystal.

CONFIGURATIONS to PURIFY SUSHUMNA, PINGALA and IDA
We could say that the vital energy, in the form of prana, circulates through the nadis and that the
cosmic energy exists in a latent statute in the chakras.
Among the many nadis, 72 are of particular importance, but the most important, play an essential
role in all yogi techniques, are the first three: Ida, Pinball and Sushumna. Sushumna is referred to
in many texts as the Great Way because it is up the Sushumna that kundalini travels to the
chakras.
All three of these nadis have their beginning at the perineum and Ida and Pingala travel up the
body ending at the top of the left and right nostrils. However, they do not travel straight but spiral
up the subtle body, going through the chakras.
It is essential that these nadis are kept clear which is achieved through a recommended diet,
exercise and adopting a conducive way of life, etc. Using both crystals and Hatha Yoga techniques
we have devised the following methods for assisting in clearing the nadis:1) see the illustration below. The client is seated in a cross-legged position, the lotus position if
possible. A clear quartz crystal is placed on the left-hand pointing inward and one in the right
hand pointing outward.

Two large quartz crystals are placed on the ground pointing towards the centre of the client’s
body (one at the front and one at the back).
Four smaller crystals are placed on either side of the large crystal at the front of the client’s body.
This posture should be held for 15 minutes, during which time the client should do some form of
pranayama (energy control through breathing) and visualisation. The release from the posture
must be slow, controlled and focused and should take approximately four minutes.
2) (see illustration below). The client assumes virasana (vira means a hero).
The quartz crystals are placed on the ground in the same configuration as (1) above but this time,
instead of holding crystals in the palm of the hands, they are placed on the wrists using wrist
straps.

The crystal on the left wrist points inward and the crystal on the right wrist points outward. This
posture should also be held for 15 minutes during which time specific pranayama exercises are
done, and then released slowly during the final 4 minutes.
3)

People who have been practising postures (1) and (2) above for some time should then
proceed to sury namaskar (salute to the sun) - see figure on next page:-

During sury namaskar one large quartz crystal is placed in front of the body and one behind. The c
crystal wrist straps are put on and so is a forehead strap with a clear quartz crystal pointing
upwards.
During this posture the client is required to keep the quartz crystal in front of the body directed
towards the centre of their body.

CONFIGURATIONS TO BALANCE CHAKRAS
The client should lie down in savasana (the pose of the dead body) - see drawing below:-

The crystals and gemstones are then placed on the body at each chakra point as follows:- at
muladhara chakra, which is located at the mouth of the Sushumna, below the genitals and just
above the anus (see below);

at anahata (heart) chakra, in the centre of the heart region (see below, left);

at visuddha (throat) chakra, situated at the base of the throat (see above, right);
at ajna (third eye) chakra, in the centre of the forehead (see below);

at sahasrara (head) chakra, at the crown of the head (the crystals are placed on the floor, resting
against the head (see above drawing);
Around the body are then placed twelve quartz crystals (as in the pose of the dead body), all
crystals pointing upward, towards the head of the client.
It is rarely necessary to do a full chakra layout. Usually, if there is a specific health problem, in the
kidneys, for example, you need only do a muladhara layout only.
Or, if there is a heart complaint, you will need to do a layout on both the heart, anahata chakra,
and on the svadhisthana chakra.

CONFIGURATIONS FOR SPECIFIC IMBALANCES
The great Yogi Vajrayana was directed to obtain a ‘body of diamond’, incorruptible, not subject to
becoming. He used the Hatha Yoga techniques to bring this about, to strengthen his body and
prepare it for the final transmutation to make it fit for immortality.
Using the same techniques we are able to bring about balance and harmony where an imbalance
has become manifest (and it is very important to remember that the imbalance will have occurred
in the subtle body long before it became manifest in the physical).
For treating specific manifested imbalances the following are just a few of the techniques which
can be of use:-

Anaemia
Six large quartz crystals are placed around the client while he or she is practising the posture
routines. Directly in front of each quartz crystal there should be a green tourmaline wand. These
stay in position all through the healing session. The Hatha Yoga routine would include:1) Sirasana, the head stand posture (if the client is new to Hatha Yoga only the first stage of
sirasana will be done, as in the drawing on next page).

2) Sarvangasana, the shoulder stand posture (see drawing below).

3) Paschimottanasana, the head to knees posture (see drawing below).

4) Uttanasana, extended with intensity posture (see drawing below).

5) Ujjayi pranayama, an expanding pranayama exercise.

During the relaxation period the normal relaxation crystals should be placed around the body
but gemstone layouts should also be placed on the svadhisthana and anahata chakras (see
drawing below).

Asthma
Four large amethyst clusters are placed around the client during the Hatha Yoga Routines. The
following postures should be included within the Healing Session.
1) Sirasana, the head stand posture (see drawing below).

2) Sarvangasana, the shoulder stand posture (see drawing below).

This is an extremely important asana for the asthmatic. Before the client assumes the posture, a
small round lapis lazuli should be placed at the base of the throat.

This adds to the purifying effect of the posture as Sarvangasana forces the prana into the chest,
throat and head area. The lapis lazuli remains at the throat chakra during the rest period and
during the following posture.
3) Matsyasana, the fish posture (see drawing below).

Matsyasana is complementary to sarvangasana but it also has its own unique advantages.
Inefficient and shallow breathing is corrected as the upper bronchials are expanded and
stretched. This posture also massages the parathyroid and the all important suprarenal glands.

4) Maha mudra, the noble posture (see drawing below).

This posture tones the abdominal organs, the kidneys and the adrenal glands. While the posture is
being held the following stones should be placed on the back of the client; blue lace agate (over
the lung area) and chrysocolla.
During the relaxation posture (pose of the dead body) the amethyst clusters are left in place and
gemstone layouts should be done over the muladhara, anahata and visuddha chakras.
During relaxation the client should assume savasana during which period it is possible to place
various configurations around and on the body at the various chakra centres.

The relaxation can therefore be heightened and various problems helped and eased. For example,
people suffering from sinus complaints and nasal catarrh always benefit from having lapis lazuli
placed on their forehead during the relaxation period.

Muladhara Chakra

Muladhara Chakra: located at the mouth of Sushumna below the genitals and above the anus, in

the perineum. It has four blood red petals. It contains the symbol of earth which is the yellow
square. It is here that the Kundalini-Sakti dwells wither her three and a half coils wound round
the linga, its head a brilliant diamond.
This chakra governs the adrenals in the endocrine system. It is related to the cohesive power of
matter, to inertia, the birth of sound, the sense of smell, the outgoing breath.

Stones that may be used in a configuration include: citrine, yellow sulphur, diamond (or Herkimer
Diamond), garnets, red coral, bloodstone, jasper, onyx, Rhodocrosite.

Svadhisthana Chakra

Svadhisthana Chakra: this centre is in the region of the genitals. It has six petals of vermilion
colour. It contains the water symbol (which is white) in its centre. In the middle is a white
crescent moon.
This chakra governs the gonads and is related to the ingoing breath. It governs the sense of ttaste
and controls the extremities (i.e. hands and feet).

Stones that may be used in a configuration include: kyanite, moonstone, topaz, green tourmaline,
aquamarine, red coral, jasper, lodestone, bloodstone, magnetite.

Manipura Chakra

Manipura Chakra: located in the navel region. Its 10 petals are the dark blue colour of the rain
cloud. It is the fire sign, and contains a radiant triangle the colour of the rising sun. Within the
triangle is the fire symbol.
This chakra governs the pancreas, the menstrual flow, the sense of sight and the digestive breath.
Stones that may be used in this configuration include: ruby, agate, topaz, lapis lazuli, sodalite,
copper, amber, blue tourmaline.

Anahata Chakra

Anahata Chakra: the centre of the heart region. Its 12 petals are of a red/gold colour. In its
centre is a smoky star: the air symbol. At this region we find that the radiance of ‘ten million
lightning flashes’.
It is the place where the individual soul (jiva) resides. This is also the region of sound without
contact between two objects.
This chakra governs the thymus, the sense of touch, potency, the motor forces and the blood
system.

Stones that may be used in this configuration include: rose quartz, blue and green tourmaline,
ruby, gold, picture agate, blue chalcedony, kunzite, smoky quartz, red coral, malachite, azurite.

Visuddha Chakra

Visuddha Chakra: this centre is situated at the base of the throat. It has 16 purple petals. In the
pericarp is the space (akash) sign, within which is the full moon. It is the link between ajna and
anahata (the head and the heart)
This chakra governs the thyroid and parathyroid. It governs udana (the vital air that fills the
body), and the skin.
Stones that can be used in this configuration include: moonstone, blue chalcedony, lapis lazuli,
fluorite, gold, royal lazuli (sugilite)

Ajna Chakra

Ajna Chakra: located in the centre of the forehead. All three nadis - sushumna, ida and pingala
meet here and end here. It is white and has two white petals.

At the top is a triangle pointing upward from which comes a lightning flash. Above this is a
luminosity and everything from muladhara upwards is visible - right up to the crown of the head.
In the ajna chakra is the sacred monosyllable ‘om’. It is in this centre that the meditator has the
vision of God.
This chakra controls the pituitary and pineal glands and the hypothalamus. It is the seat of
cognitive faculties and the senses in their ‘subtle’ form.
Near ajna chakra is the karana-rupa - seat of the seven ‘causal forms’ which are held to produce
and maintain the subtle and the physical bodies.

Stones that can be used in this configuration include: snow quartz, diamond (or Herkimer
diamond), amethyst, lapis lazuli.

Sahasrara

Sahasrara: the thousand-petalled lotus at the crown of the head. This lotus, which is pure in
colour, has its face turned downward. Deep within it is a triangle within which is the great void.
In it is the bindu, or the blue pearl which grants liberation, in the centre of which is the cosmic
consciousness, the supreme being, the self of all.
Here the individual soul is united with God - cit-sakti - the union. All diversity is reabsorbed into
pure consciousness, energy, Kundalini has ended her journey after traversing the six chakras.
We should note that sahasrara no longer belongs to the plane of the body - and this explains why
writers usually speak of the doctrine of six chakras.
Stones that can be used in this configuration:- sapphire, clear quartz crystal.
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TAOS PUEBLO: A STORY BY DRUNVALO
This is a true story. It involves a man who was my teacher several years ago. His name was
Jimmy Reyna and he was a full-blooded Taos Native American. Though many people on the
tribe helped me spiritually, Jimmy holds a special place in my heart.
The story begins a long time before I met Jimmy, when I had a vision that was as real as this
world. In the vision, twelve indigenous elders appeared to me, one after another. They
imprinted their faces and features upon my mind so that I would never forget them.
Twelve years later, I met one of these elders face to face.
It happened while I was in a group of thirty other people at Lama Foundation retreat center
in New Mexico. It was our first day at this retreat center, and we were all strangers to each
other. As we sat waiting for someone to show us to our rooms, a very old Indian man with a
cane appeared over the edge of a mountainside.
We watched the old man for fifteen minutes as he slowly made his way, step by step, to stand
before us. He raised his head to look into our eyes. I immediately recognized this old man as
the first of the group of elders who had appeared to me in the vision twelve years before. And
all the other thirty people also recognized him. We all fell to our knees at the same moment.
This was Grandfather David of the Hopi Tribe. He was at that time the holder of the Hopi
Prophecy, and a great man (he now lives in the next world, and others have taken his
position). We could see in his eyes that he was tired and depressed. It seems that in the Hopi
Prophecy it was stated that Grandfather David would meet the true White Brotherhood. But
this had not happened to him yet, and it was late in his life.
But when he looked into our eyes, we could see that he recognized us just as we recognized
him. His face slowly changed, and a wide, beaming smile appeared. In an excited voice he
announced that this was his birthday.
So for the next thirty days we drummed, danced, and sang a ceremony of joy. And
Grandfather David took each of us aside and told us our part in the unfolding human drama of
these times.
Six weeks later, while I was still at Lama -- I had decided to live there -- another old Indian
walked into the room where I was working, and again, I recognized him immediately. He was
the second elder who had appeared to me in the long-ago vision. His name was Tellus Good
Morning, and he was a beautiful spirit. He was the head of the Peyote Tribe on Taos Pueblo,
and he was over ninety years old. He looked at me and asked me if I remembered him. I said
that I did. He looked at the ground and gave me the message he had come to deliver. He told
me I was to study with his son Jimmy Reyna.
Soon after this I was in Albuquerque, New Mexico, just being a tourist. I was windowshopping, looking at old Western items, and I walked into an Indian store that carried
handmade ware. As I was looking around the shop, I noticed an Indian walking around in the
back room, and I looked in to say hello.
He asked me to come into his room, where he was crafting the items of his trade, and when I
was inside he pulled a curtain over the door. We talked for a while, and I realized that he
seemed very familiar. We both felt this, and could not figure out where we had met.
He then turned to a corner of the room where a huge Eagle was suspended from a string as
though it were in full flight. Hanging from the left claw, also by a string, was a large quartz
crystal. It was as though the Eagle and the Crystal were in frozen flight.

The Indian looked at me and said, ''Come over here and look at this crystal.'' And so I did. He
reached up and gave the crystal a spin. Again, he told me to look at the crystal. As I gazed at
the spinning crystal, it suddenly and instantly stopped with its point aimed directly at my
heart. A brilliant flash of light, like a laser beam, shot out of the tip and entered my body.
The old Indian slowly turned and looked me in the eyes. He put his arm around my shoulder,
and said, ''Hello, brother.''
On the Taos Pueblo, I finally found Jimmy Reyna, and we became good friends. He called me
''Hot Fire'' -- I never knew why -- and the name stuck. It was Jimmy who took my name
before the tribe, and then returned to tell me that they recognized me from a past life.
In the late 1800s, I had been a Medicine Woman for the tribe. I remembered everything
about this past life, almost every minute. And one thing I remembered was that I had made
many agreements to serve this tribe in a future lifetime. I knew that I had many things to do
for the tribe.
And so, in this life, I remained on the Taos Pueblo for 14 years and helped them in every way
that I could. I buried their dead, for they could not do this because of their beliefs. I went to
their ceremonies, and chanted with them. I loved them, and they taught me so much about
life and Mother Earth.
Jimmy taught me the Medicine Wheel and how to make rain. He showed me how plants could
remember songs, and would grow with rhythm and music, not needing water. It was the
tribe, I learned, that had opened the door for the angels to come into my life and guide me,
long before I had even arrived at the Pueblo.
One day I was on the Pueblo, and I had just pulled my pickup over to the side of the dirt road.
I looked a quarter mile ahead, and I could see a big old Indian walking his horse down the
side of the road. As he came closer I could see that it was Jimmy. Except on this day Jimmy
was radiating light, an aura that was much brighter than I had ever seen around him before.
I jumped out of my truck, and walked over to meet him. I said to Jimmy, ''What has
happened to you? I have never seen you with so much light.'' It was truly amazing. Jimmy
gave me a big hug, and then kind of leaned back against his horse, and began to tell me the
story of what had just happened to him.
If you understand this story, I believe that life could begin all over again for you.
Jimmy said that his father, Tellus Good Morning, had called him into the Kiva a week before.
The Kiva is an underground, sacred space for prayer and meditation. It's a place where you
can be with the Mother. In the Kiva, Tellus said to Jimmy that he was about to tell him to do
the most important thing he had ever done in his life.
This father then said to his son that he had a message to deliver -- a message that had been
sent to him three generations ago by his great grandfather, passing from father to son for
four generations to reach Jimmy.
In this dark place of the Kiva, Tellus told Jimmy to go to the sacred lake of the Pueblo, called
''Blue Lake.'' He was to take one friend. At the lake, he was to undertake a certain mission.
Tellus told Jimmy that he must not come home from the lake until this mission had been
accomplished.
Obviously, Jimmy wanted to know what it was that he was supposed to do.
The answer seemed simple enough: He was to find a cave -- a hidden cave -- where
something was waiting for him. Something that had been left there for him by his Great
Grandfather.

Jimmy loved his father and did what his father told him to do. And so he went and found one
of his best friends, Philip, to go with him. The two of them packed up food and everything
they would need for an extended stay. They slid onto their horses' backs and headed up into
the mountains for the twenty-seven-mile ride to the most sacred spot on the Taos Pueblo.
When they arrived, Jimmy said, they began to search the entire area for any possible hidden
cave. For three days, they slowly went over every square inch of the land near this lake. They
found nothing. They went back over the area again, even though they knew that it was
hopeless.
Finally, Philip gave up and said that he had to leave. He urged Jimmy to come with him, but
Jimmy would not disobey his father. He stayed to continue the search.
When Philip had gone, Jimmy went down to the edge of the lake where he made a small
medicine wheel and prayed to his Great Grandfather. He told him that he didn't know what to
do, and asked for help.
In that moment, his Great Grandfather appeared to him and simply said that Jimmy should
get on his horse and drop the reins. Without hesitation, Jimmy got on his horse and let his
horse go free, completely trusting his Great Grandfather's word.
The horse turned and slowly ambled around at the water's edge, then began walking along
the rim of the lake until they had reached the other side. There, the horse turned from the
lake and began to walk between two small mountains and through a space no more than
twenty feet wide. It was a narrow box canyon, with no way out.
The canyon sides became steeper and higher as they continued. Then, suddenly, the horse
stopped and would not budge.
Jimmy later told me that in that moment, he understood many things on a very deep level.
Bringing the shovel he had with him, Jimmy got off his horse and began walking up the 45degree slope of the mountain that rose at his left. After a while he found a certain spot and,
with great conviction, he began to dig away the rocks and soil that were there.
The spot he was working on, Jimmy said, looked just like any other spot on this side of the
mountain. It was completely undistinguished.
He dug about three feet into the earth, and a tiny hole appeared. As he dug deeper, the hole
widened. Soon, there was an opening almost four feet across, and he could see a small cave.
And there before him in that hidden cave, Jimmy found himself gazing at crystals and fetishes
and other sacred power objects, all laid out in an intricate pattern. These objects had been
left there for him by his Great Grandfather, four generations ago!
His Great Grandfather had been a Medicine Man for the tribe, and could see into the future.
He knew that the Tribe would almost lose everything, but that a time would come when that
which had been lost, would be restored. His Great Grandfather also could see that his own
son would have a son who would bear a child named Jimmy.
And so he gave his son the message to pass on to his own son, Tellus Good Morning. Tellus
would deliver the message to Jimmy that the cave was here, and that Jimmy was to find the
cave and retrieve the sacred power objects of his Great Grandfather.
The old Medicine Man had placed his power objects in a precise pattern, which contained
within it the knowledge of how to use them. And he had placed his protection over this cave,
until the distant time when this great grandson would arrive who had not yet even been born.
Jimmy went inside the cave, and there, in the midst of the crystals and carved fetishes and
other sacred objects of power, he had an experience that changed his life forever. (When I
asked him what had happened, he lowered his head and said he could not tell me.)

And so, when I saw Jimmy walking with his horse down the road on the Pueblo, his body was
filled with light. He had just returned from Blue Lake. And I was the first person he had met.
Our world is more than we know. We think it is some ''thing.'' We think it is solid. A young
child knows it is fluid, and that it is really alive. A child knows this because a child does not
know separation from God.
A child sees the Reality as pure light and consciousness. We extinguish this light and this
knowing by our mistaken beliefs, and we replace it with a myth of darkness. We think a child
knows nothing. But God is within a child, and all around. It is we who cannot see.
Do you remember your ancestors? Do you know their names and what they did for you?
Please understand that all life is connected. Your actions now create the world in which your
children's children will be forced to live.
Your children's children will be forced to respond to the actions you take now. The world in
which your children's children live will be the one your actions create as you read these
words.
The simple ways of the Native Americans are their greatest gift. For they know the truth. And
we, the so-called civilised ones, thinking we are so great, have much to learn from them if we
wish to walk in ways that will keep ourselves and our Mother Earth alive.
Do you understand?
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CRYSTAL HEALING CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
The Crystal Healing Correspondence Course has been designed in 14 lessons to provide you with a
sound - comprehensive - knowledge of Crystal Healing. The Course has been divided into two
parts of seven lessons each:
Part I - Introduction to Crystal Healing
Part II - Advanced Crystal Healing Techniques
The tuition fees are £95.00 (which includes Part 1 and Part 11). At the end of the
final
examination, you will receive a diploma certified by The Temple of Peace. This diploma will be
something to be proud of in your local community, and will highly support and refer your practice.
We will consider tuition fee discounts for small groups, either local or email courses.
For further information about the Crystal Healing Correspondence Course - and to enrol - please
go to the following web page:-

http://www.templeofpeace.net/crystalhealingcourse.html

Course Director
Geoffrey Keyte, International Author of The Mystical Crystal and Crystal Dreams. Crystal Master,
Reiki Master and Crystal Reiki Master

Course Syllabus
Part I
Introduction to Crystal Healing

Lesson I

* Choosing Crystals

* Cleansing Crystals

* Vibrational Energies

* Crystal Envisioning

* Atlantean Healing Temples

* The Bermuda Triangle
Lesson II
* Our Atlantean Heritage
* Crystalline Headbands

* Crystal Healing Wands
* Earthkeeper Crystals

* The Chamber of Records

* Crystal Meditation

Lesson III
* Programming Crystals
* Record Keeper Crystals

* Absent Healing

* The Healing Properties of Gemstones
* Birthstones
Lesson IV

* Colour Crystal Healing

* Crystal Lightboxes and Colour Torches

* Crystal Numerology

* Elestials

Lesson V
* Crystal Dowsing

* Crystal Divination

* Channeling Crystals

* Crystal Laser Wands

Lesson VI
* Crystal Baths

* Crystal Sound Therapy

* Crystal Light Therapy

* Crystal Aromatherapy

Lesson VII
* Aura-scanning

* Crystal Triangulations

* Crystal grids

* Crystalline Water

Part II
Advanced Crystal Healing Techniques
Lesson VIII
* Crystal Configurations

* Crystal Pyramid Configurations

* Gemstone Elixirs
Lesson IX
* Crystal Hypnosis

* Phantom Crystals

* Tabular Crystals

* Healing Circles

* Pyramid Energies
Lesson X
* Crystal Reflexology
* Crystal Reiki

* Crystal Massage
* Past-Life Regression

Lesson XI
* White Cross Technique

* Four-Directions Energy Layout

* Crystal Candle Configurations

* Crystal Aromatherapy

Lesson XII
* The Total Healing Experience
* Selenite Configurations

* Moldavite

* Pyramid Configurations

* Crystal Magic
Lesson XIII
* Double-Terminated Crystal triangulations
* Double-Terminated Crystal Grid Configurations
Lesson XIV
* Double-Terminated Crystal Candle Configurations
* Double-Terminated Crystal Pyramid Configurations

Reading Material
Our detailed notes accompany each lesson. The recommended text book for this Course is 'The
Mystical Crystal' by Geoffrey Keyte.

Programme of Study
Immediately upon your enrolment you will receive the first two lessons, a list of recommended
books, crystals and gemstones, and detailed notes to get you started and begin your studies.
As you complete and return each lesson, you will be sent the next lesson, together with our
comments and advice about your previous lesson's homework. We are happy to answer questions
if you have them.

No Time-Limits!
All students work at their own pace, in their own time to meet the needs of their own domestic
and professional commitments. You may take as long as you wish to complete all fourteen
lessons. -It does not apply if you organize your own small group to get a special discount on
tuition fees.-

Written

Examination

After completing the fourteenth lesson, there is a three hour written examination to be taken in
your own home. Students achieving 70% are awarded The Mystical Crystal Institute Certificate.
For further information about the Crystal Healing Correspondence Course - and to enrol - please
go to the following web page:http://www.templeofpeace.net/crystalhealingcourse.html

EPILOGUE
I hope that you found what you were searching for within these electronic pages of
‘Crystal Dreams’.
The importance lies within the vibrational energies of the words - not just in the finite
information included within………
And this book - and these humble words of mine - will have special resonance for
those of you who understand ‘THE WORD’.
With much love and many crystalline blessings
Geoffrey Keyte
Crystal Master/Reiki Master/Crystal Reiki Master
The Temple of Peace
http://www.templeofpeace.net
February 2007

